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ABSTRACT 

Supervising Professor:  Dr. Danieli C. Rodrigues 

The dental implant healing abutment (IHA) is a temporary component placed either immediately 

after the implant body or after the first healing phase. Very few studies have investigated dental 

implant components involved in the early stage of healing, especially the IHA, despite its vital role 

in soft tissue contouring and shaping after implant placement. The gingival mucosa around the 

implant neck restrains the invasion of microorganisms and infiltration of corrosive substances like 

biological fluids and food particles into the implant body by formation of a tight seal against the 

implant-IHA interface. Following IHA placement, host epithelial and gingival cells compete with 

oral bacteria to colonize the IHA surface. Successful implantation can be predicted based on the 

outcome of this race for the surface between oral bacteria and host tissue cells. The IHA, designed 

and labeled for “single” use, is typically re-used in multiple patients as a commercial dental 

practice. However, the effects of multiple implantations on the surface topography, mammalian 

cell attachment and bacterial colonization on the IHA surface in vivo is unknown. The goal of this 

study was to understand the oral microbiota colonizing the IHA as well as to characterize the 
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surface topography and corrosion behavior of re-used IHA. In addition, the soft tissue response 

and bacterial adhesion were individually assessed on the used and control surfaces of the IHA. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SUMMARY 

High rates of edentulism or complete tooth loss have led to the prevalence of dental implants 

(Emami, de Souza, Kabawat, & Feine, 2013; Slade, Akinkugbe, & Sanders, 2014). Although the 

prevalence of complete tooth loss has witnessed a smooth decline over the last decade, it still holds 

as one of the primary and common diseases worldwide, especially among older adults (Douglass, 

Shih, & Ostry, 2002). It is reported that 69% of adults aged 35-44 have lost at least one permanent 

tooth to trauma, disease, tooth decay or dental caries as per the study conducted by the American 

Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons (Gaviria, Salcido, Guda, & Ong, 2014). Typically, 

the dental implant system consists of an implant body which is inserted into the jawbone to serve 

as a tooth root, an abutment which acts as a connection between the implant body, and a 

customized crown functioning as the natural tooth  (Misch, 2015).  

A temporary component called the implant healing abutment (IHA) is placed immediately 

after the implant body or after early healing to support successful soft tissue attachment. Titanium 

and its alloys generally comprise the implant body, the IHA, and supporting prosthetic 

components, whereas zirconia and other ceramics are used to make the customized crown. 

Titanium is chosen due to its biocompatibility, corrosion resistance and excellent mechanical 

properties. Titanium is also known for its ability to undergo osseointegration, which is a direct 

anchorage between bone and the implant surface. It provides secure fixation of the implant into 

the bone and is a fundamental aspect for the successful functioning of the implant system 

(Albrektsson & Johansson, 2001). Before establishment of osseointegration, implants are expected 

to pierce into the gingiva or oral mucosa, thus forming a connection between the external 
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environment and the inner parts of the implant body (Rompen, Domken, Degidi, Pontes, & 

Piattelli, 2006). The clinician chooses the surgical approaches used for the placement of these 

implant components based on patient-related factors. Placement of implant and prosthetic parts 

can occur in one surgical step followed by immediate loading, or it can occur in one/two-stage 

procedures (Bidez, 2005). If one/two-stage healing approach is chosen, as mentioned earlier, an 

IHA or a healing cap is connected to the implant body to provide a platform for soft tissue 

conditioning (Bidez, 2005; Straumann, 2011).  

The IHA typically remains in the oral cavity for 3-6 months, and its primary function is to 

allow soft tissue to heal effectively post-implant body placement. As this component is exposed to 

both supragingival and subgingival portions of the oral cavity, it endures a combination of varied 

conditions such as acidic or basic substances consumed by the patient, human saliva, and oral 

biofilms, and thus it is prone to surface corrosion (Abrahamsson, Giant, & The, 1998; Sutton E. 

Wheelis, Wilson, Valderrama, & Rodrigues, 2018a). Though the IHA is a temporary component 

of the dental implant system, it is critical in the early healing phase and formation of the biological 

barrier, which is comprised of the peri-implant epithelium and supportive connective tissues. This 

biological barrier around the dental implant has been identified as one of the prime factors that 

determine the long-term success of an implant system (Chai, Brook, Palmquist, Van Noort, & 

Moharamzadeh, 2012). The implant-IHA interface, in general, could be one of the primary routes 

for bacterial infiltration into the implant site. Due to the presence of micro gaps between implants 

and their IHAs, microleakage of oral bacteria can occur through these gaps (Bousquet, Calas 

Bennasar, Tramini, Jacquemot, & Cuisinier, 2014; Cakan, Delilbasi, Er, & Kivanc, 2015). Hence, 
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the early healing period is crucial because bacterial colonization can occur around the implant 

system and this can negatively impact implant longevity.  

Oral biofilms cause a decrease in pH, promoting demineralization of the tooth structures; 

they have also been reported to promote ideal conditions for triggering corrosion of dental 

restorative materials (Delgado-Ruiz & Romanos, 2018). The integrity of the soft tissue seal is 

vulnerable to bacteria post-surgery; a “race for the surface” between bacterial cells and the 

mammalian gingival cells is a crucial factor in the establishment of the soft tissue seal. An 

interesting current clinical practice is the re-use of IHAs in multiple patients as a commercial dental 

practice (C. Wadhwani, Schonnenbaum, Audia, & Chung, 2016a). However, the effects of 

multiple implantations of this component in terms of surface integrity, soft tissue cell attachment 

and bacterial adherence is unknown. Hence, it is important to understand the effects of multiple 

cycles of exposure on the surfaces of these components for a more effective clinical use of this 

device. 

The goals of this study were to investigate the oral microbial composition and surface 

changes after single or multiple cycles of exposure of IHA to oral environment conditions and re-

sterilization cycles. Also, the IHAs were subjected to cleaning and sterilization cycles followed by 

in vitro analysis of mammalian cells with indirect contact to IHAs and bacterial adhesion on IHA 

surfaces. The current study included retrievals that were classified based on the number of 

implantations to which they were subjected. The oral microbial composition was evaluated by 

isolating gDNA from the retrievals and subjecting them to 16S rRNA gene deep sequencing, and 

taxonomic analysis was performed by QIIME software. Changes in surface topography and other 
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modifications were characterized by spectroscopic and microscopic methods post-retrieval. 

Corrosion behavior of the retrieved specimens was evaluated through electrochemical testing.  

Soft tissue cell growth was evaluated by indirectly exposing human gingival fibroblasts 

(HGF-1) and gingival human oral keratinocytes (HOKg) to IHAs for 3 and 7 days. The bacterial 

load was evaluated by immersing the retrieved IHAs in bacterial broth consisting of either early-

colonizing Streptococcus polyculture (S. mutans, S. sanguinis, and S. salivarius) for 3 days or early 

and secondary-colonizing polyculture (S. mutans, S. sanguinis, and Fusobacterium nucleatum) for 

7 days. Surface analysis, biological characterization, and corrosion behavior of IHA retrievals were 

compared to control, unused IHAs throughout the present study. 

This thesis is organized into chapters. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the motivation 

behind the current study. It is organized further into subchapters providing an overview of the 

background and significance of the dental implant system and its components, IHA structure and 

function, implant failure modes and the effects of multiple implantations and the synergistic effects 

of risk factors associated with multiple implantations. Chapter 3 defines the goals for this thesis, 

the rationale for pursuing these goals and their corresponding hypotheses. Chapter 4 and Chapter 

5 discuss the experimental goals, results, and an in-depth discussion of the results from the goals 

outlined in Chapter 3. Chapter 6 contains an overall conclusion based on observations from results 

in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Chapter 7 provides an outline for future studies related to the goals of 

the current study including the procedures that could be carried out to achieve the same. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

Tooth loss is a common condition and could be a result of either disease or trauma. Dental 

implant restorations are the only permanent solution for tooth loss that helps in preserving the 

natural bone. Dental implants have gained popularity as they enhance masticatory function and 

quality of life along with protecting the adjacent teeth structure and bone (Emami et al., 2013; 

Tang, Lund, Tache, Clokie, & Feine, 1999). Around 52% of adults are affected by tooth loss in 

the United States (States, Dye, Thornton-evans, Li, & Iafolla, 2015). As per a survey conducted 

by the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey from 2011-2012, 91% of adults aged 

20-64 years had dental caries in permanent teeth, and 27% had untreated tooth decay. Also, it was 

estimated that 42% of the children aged 2 to 12 years have tooth decay, and 23% of them are 

untreated (States et al., 2015). 

Around 3 million people in the United States have implants, and this number is growing 

by 500,000 annually, and over 15 million people per year undergo bridge and crown replacements 

for missing teeth. Hence, facilitating a huge demand for dental implants (American Academy of 

Implant Dentistry, 2015). Recent studies show that the prevalence rate of dental implantations has 

increased over the last two decades from 0.7% in 1999-2000 to 5.7% in 2015-16. If the observed 

trend continues, the rate is estimated to exceed 23% by the year 2026 (Elani, Starr, Da Silva, & 

Gallucci, 2018). Although success rates are relatively high for dental implants, research is still 

being conducted to improve dental implant designs, surgical methods and development of novel 

materials to increase the chances of successful implantation. The following chapter will yield a 
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brief background about the dental implant system, highlighting the importance of the IHA 

component and including primary causes for early implant complications. 

 
2.1 Overview of Dental Implants Components and Dental Implant Failure Modes 

The main purpose of modern dentistry is to restore normal oral function without sacrificing 

overall health, speech and aesthetics of the patient. Dental implants, often referred to as an artificial 

tooth, are metal anchors surgically positioned in the jaw underneath the gums to support an 

artificial crown where natural teeth are missing (Oshida, Tuna, Aktören, & Gençay, 2010). A 

dental implant system consists of an implant body, abutment and crown component as shown in 

Figure 2.1. 

The implant body is a screw-shaped endosseous component, inserted into either the maxilla 

or mandible and serve to replace a tooth root. The implant body, also called implant fixture, is 

drilled into the jaw bone. This fixture is either threaded or smooth, and it is expected to fuse with 

the jaw bone over time for a permanent and robust hold (Bidez, 2005). The implant body is divided 

into two regions: an upper, smooth portion called the implant collar which acts as a transgingival 

or subgingival component for soft tissue conditioning; the lower surface is the threaded implant 

screw which is expected to fuse into the jaw bone (Straumann, 2007, 2011). The implant body is 

typically composed of grade 4 commercially pure titanium (cpTi), titanium-zirconium alloy (TiZr) 

or ceramic zirconia (ZrO2). The abutment part of the implant system is a component screwed onto 

the fixture followed by placement of the crown. These abutments are generally composed of cpTi, 

ZrO2 and sometimes polyetheretherketone (PEEK), depending on the patient’s needs (Straumann, 

2007). The final part of a dental implant system is the crown which is designed to mimic the natural 
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tooth. These components are generally made of zirconia, gold and porcelain filled components 

(Oshida et al., 2010).  

Titanium is widely used in dental implants as this material is known for its excellent 

biocompatibility due to the formation of a titanium oxide film, excellent mechanical properties, 

and high corrosion resistance in physiological solutions (Kruger, 1988; Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 

2018a). When exposed to air and oxygen or moisture, this highly reactive metal forms a 

spontaneous passive titanium oxide film on the surface which protects the bulk material from 

further metallic oxidation (Bhola, Bhola, Mishra, & Olson, 2011; Rodrigues et al., 2013a). 

Titanium dental implants are often subjected to surface treatments to provide additional resistance 

against the corrosive oral environment and to establish successful osseointegration (Webster, 

2013; Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018a). Although titanium dental implant systems are robust 

enough to withstand various oral environmental factors, these implants can fail due to exposure to 

intricate mechanical, electrochemical and biologically aggressive environment (Ponthiaux et al., 

2013; Souza, Henriques, et al., 2015). A timeline of the implant failure is typically used to classify 

them as either early or late failures. Early failures are characterized by an inability to establish 

osseointegration resulting in impaired healing. 
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Figure 2.1. Diagram of dental implant components and their placement (American Academy of 
Implant Dentistry, 2018). 

 

Late failures are caused due to the breakdown of the established osseointegration (Manor, 

Oubaid, & Mardinger, 2009; Sridhar et al., 2015). These failures generally occur after the 

placement of the prosthetic components. Late failures are attributed to overload in relation to poor 

bone quality and insufficient bone volume, screw loosening, bone fracture and bacterial infiltration 

leading to chronic infection like peri-implant mucositis or peri-implantitis at later stages of the 

implantation (Esposito, Hirsch, Lekholm, & Thomsen, 1998; Manor et al., 2009; Sridhar et al., 

2015). Early failures are biologically-based failures and occur due to synergistic factors like 

overloading or surgical error, micromotion and bacterial contamination. Bacterial infiltration is the 

primary reason for both early and late stage complications (Esposito et al., 1998; Manor et al., 

2009). To understand the early failures and its effects on the implant system, the components 

responsible for initial healing need to be discussed. Early failures and the risks associated with this 

process will be discussed in depth in later sections (2.4). 
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2.2 Dental Implant Healing Abutment (IHA)  

The current study is focused on the temporary component of the dental implant system 

known as dental implant healing abutment (IHA). The IHA is a temporary but essential component 

of implant placement. They are placed in the oral cavity for 3-6 months depending on the desired 

treatment (Straumann, 2014a). The components of an IHA include a screw and a collar region as 

shown in Figure 2.2. They help in the formation of a long-standing biological barrier, thus allowing 

soft tissue healing after the placement of dental implant body (Chai, Brook, Palmquist, Noort, & 

Moharamzadeh, 2012). Early formation of the soft tissue barrier preventing bacterial infiltration is 

essential for the long-term success of the implant system. The soft tissue barrier in natural teeth is 

generally divided into 2 zones: a marginal zone comprising a junctional epithelium and an apical 

region packed with rich connective tissues (Atsuta, Ayukawa, Oshiro, Matsuura, & Furuhashi, 

2016; Canullo et al., 2014). Whereas, the functional equivalents of the soft tissue attached to the 

implant-IHA interface consists of peri-implant epithelium and an apical region with less rich 

connective tissues (Atsuta et al., 2016). This barrier faces the IHA surface, and conditioning of 

this soft tissue is the first phase of successful implantation. As the treatment offered is patient-

specific, accurate planning and analysis need to be practiced for an aesthetic outcome. 
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Figure 2.2. Diagram of dental implant healing abutment and their components placed in an 

implant body (Straumann, 2007). 
 
 
The implant system is either placed entirely at once in immediate placement surgeries or 

is a one or two-stage surgical procedure. A one stage procedure involves placement of an implant 

body and an emergence profile placed at the tissue or supragingival level which further acts as a 

healing screw — hence avoiding the second surgery. In contrast, a two-stage procedure involves 

placement of either a screw, healing cap or a healing abutment after the implant body has been 

screwed into the jaw bone. Installation of this healing component helps in early healing and soft 

tissue conditioning by preventing infiltration of biological fluids, food particles, and oral microbes 

into the implant body. A healing component is placed with the implant body in such cases for 

temporary healing and is removed before the placement of prosthetic components (Bidez, 2005; 

Sutton Elizabeth Wheelis, 2017).  

  

Based on the clinical case and patient’s preferences, the clinician will choose either a 

submucosal or transmucosal approach involving one or two-stage surgical approaches as outlined 
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in Figure 2.3 (Straumann, 2011). The decision is made at the first stage of implant placement, and 

as the placement of IHA takes place at two different periods of healing, it is considered to be a 

crucial step. Submucosal procedures are performed by opening a flap in the gingival mucosa, 

placing the implant body, followed by placement of a healing or closure screw for the first level 

of healing. The flap is then sutured and allowed to heal before re-opening and placement of IHA 

for soft tissue contouring (Straumann, 2011).                    

On the other hand, transmucosal procedures involve opening a flap as mentioned earlier, 

insertion of the implant body and immediate placement of IHA to allow for healing and to avoid 

an additional surgical step (Straumann, 2011). Transmucosal procedures involve healing and 

conditioning of the soft tissue immediately after placement of the implant body followed by IHA. 

After 3-6 months of soft tissue conditioning, the flap is reopened, the IHA is removed and a 

permanent abutment is placed followed by a customized crown. These permanent abutments are 

designed to have the same emergence profile as the IHA. Similar to the IHA, tissue-level implants 

include healing caps instead of healing abutments, which undergo the same surgical procedures. 

One-stage surgical procedures can contain the use of tissue-level implants that are similar to bone-

level implants used in two-stage surgical approach with the addition of a short-tapered extension 

out of the gingiva into the mucosal tissue designed to mimic tooth emergence (Straumann, 2007, 

2011). The IHA used in this study included both bone-level and tissue-level implants placed using 

a two-stage surgical step, which is a transmucosal procedure as outlined in Figure 2.3 (B). Both 

healing caps and healing abutments are used in the current study.  

It is important to note that there are various differences between the permanent/prosthetic 

abutments and the implant healing abutments, as the IHA is used for soft tissue conditioning while 
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the permanent abutment is used for crown augmentation. The focus and hence most of the studies 

conducted in the literature are concentrated on permanent abutments, and there are very few studies 

investigating temporary healing abutments. Since the material, emergence profile and the oral 

conditions both components exposed to are same, the observations are derived from the studies 

conducted on prosthetic abutments. Few of the observations are derived from the interface between 

prosthetic abutment and the implant body due to lack of comprehensive studies on the IHA in 

general.  

 
Figure 2.3. Schematic of surgical placement of an implant healing abutment using the (A) 

submucosal procedure and (B) transmucosal procedure (Straumann, 2011; Sutton Elizabeth 
Wheelis, 2017). 

 
The IHAs usually have smooth machined surfaces and are mostly composed of grade 4 

cpTi (Straumann, 2011, 2018, 2014b; Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018a).  These devices often 

undergo anodization to provide a visible color on the surface of the device for effortless 

differentiation among healing abutments (Napoli, Paura, Vela, & Schino, 2018; Sutton E. Wheelis 

et al., 2018a). Anodization is an electrochemical surface treatment, which depends on the voltage 

applied and the electrolyte solution used for treatment. This treatment will result in thickening of 

the titanium oxide layer and modifying the oxides' crystalline configuration. Different oxide layers 

provide different colors like purple and yellow based on the alterations in applied voltage as shown 

in Figure 2.4 (Napoli et al., 2018; Roach, Williamson, Blakely, & Didier, 2016).  
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The different types of IHA commercially available are chosen based on implantation 

procedures and specific clinical protocols used by clinicians. Figure 2.4 shows the common types 

of IHA available and the surface colors resulting from the anodization process. As mentioned, one 

of the concerns associated explicitly with IHA is that this component, designed and labeled for 

"single" use, is re-used across patients. An IHA is often collected at a dental clinic post-retrieval, 

cleaned, and sterilized for re-use  (Vezeau, Keller, & Wightman, 2000; C. Wadhwani et al., 2016a; 

C. Wadhwani, Schonnenbaum, Audia, & Chung, 2016b). In general, no records are maintained 

regarding the number of times these devices are implanted on different patients. A detailed 

description of the effects of multiple implantations on the surface of IHA will be discussed in 

section 2.4. To understand the impact of cleaning, sterilization, and re-use of IHA, one must first 

understand the impact of the early healing period on the surface of this component and its 

biological makeup, which will be discussed in depth in the next section. 

 

 
Figure 2.4. Examples of market-available IHAs (A&B). Anodized titanium IHAs C. Non-
anodized titanium implant healing cap/abutment. D. Customizable PEEK implant healing 

abutment (Straumann, 2014b; Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018a). 
 

 
2.3 Early Implant Complications and Its Associated Factors  

Though late stage complications of dental implants are difficult to treat, etiological factors 

behind early complications are problematic to a similar degree. Early failures generally occur 
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before the placement of prosthetic components (Manor et al., 2009); they are biologically based 

and can occur due to synergistic factors like overloading or surgical error, micromotion and 

bacterial contamination (Chrcanovic, Kisch, Albrektsson, & Wennerberg, 2016). Bacterial 

infiltration is the primary reason for both early and late stage complications (Esposito et al., 1998; 

Manor et al., 2009). After implant placement, microscopic gaps existing at the implant-abutment 

interfaces can allow for bacterial penetration, and bacterial contamination of implant surfaces can 

travel through the inner space of the implant and proliferate as shown in Figure 2.5 (Tallarico, 

Canullo, Caneva, & Özcan, 2017; J. Zhang, Liu, & Lin, 2017).  

 
Bacterial growth within the gaps between the implant modular components could 

eventually lead to mechanical problems like abutment fractures, loosening of the abutment screw, 

total implant failure and biological complications including peri-implant mucositis and other peri-

implant diseases at a later stage (Badrian, Khalighinejad, Hatami, Rismanchian, & Goroohi, 2011). 

Similarly, the microgaps present between the implant-IHA interface could be a source of 

microleakage as the there is an immediate colonization of bacteria after the placement of the 

implant body followed by IHA (Bousquet et al., 2014; Oppenheim et al., 2004; M Quirynen, 

Bollen, Papaioannou, Van Eldere, & van Steenberghe, 1996; S. Zhang, Wang, Jiang, Zhou, & 

Wang, 2018).  Load applied during the placement of IHA plays a significant role in the creation 

of microgaps at the implant-IHA interface and factors like micromotion or unintentional loading 

due to tongue movement could also affect the tightening of the IHA screwed into the implant body. 

One of the retrieval studies showed that irrespective of successful tightening of IHA, chances of 

screw loosening and detachment of the IHA can take place during the implantation time (3-6 

months) (Bousquet et al., 2014; Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018a). 
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Along with the rapid development of dental implants and two-piece implant systems, 

various types of internal connections between the abutment and the implant body were introduced. 

Per Figure 2.6, irrespective of the nature of connection involved in the fixation of these 

components, microleakage is a common cause of bacterial infiltration at the implant-abutment 

interface (Liu & Wang, 2017). Replacement of the IHA after early healing and placement of 

permanent abutment can lead to a window for the entry of bacteria into the internal implant cavity, 

thereby releasing toxic by-products which can freely penetrate back to the implant abutment 

interface through the microgaps. Micromotion at the implant-abutment interface not only affects 

the soft tissue around the implant neck but also causes a micro pumping effect resulting in the 

leakage of toxic by-products  (Broggini et al., 2006). This phenomenon aggravates the formation 

of biofilm and further increases bacterial colonization, which can ultimately affect the underlying 

bone. 

 
 

Figure 2.5. Representation of microbial leakage at the implant abutment interface at (A) Butt 
joint connection (B) Tapered connection (C) Hybrid connection (Liu & Wang, 2017). 
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Early biofilm formation may prevent sealing of epithelial tissues on the implant neck. The process 

is initiated with adherence of early colonizers and subsequent attachment of secondary colonizers 

bridging the gap between early and late colonizers. The colonization of these pathogens leads to 

the formation of mature plaque and is considered to be the causative factor of later events such as 

peri-implantitis development. Also, the polished or coated surfaces can become rough due to the 

effect of biological debris and constant wear due to micromotion between the implant and the 

abutment surfaces increasing oral biofilm accumulation (Chrcanovic et al., 2016). Throughout 

implantation, areas in the oral cavity may be covered by a complex microbial community encased 

in an extracellular matrix generally composed of polysaccharides, nucleic acids, proteins, and 

water, known as the oral biofilm. Formation of oral biofilm involves pellicle formation, bacterial 

colonization, and biofilm maturation. Along with organic substances, inorganic elements like 

calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, and fluoride are present in the oral cavity, and their 

concentrations are generally higher in the biofilms than in saliva. Once the pellicle comprising of 

mucins, agglutinins, proline-rich proteins, phosphate-rich proteins such as statherin and enzymes 

such as alpha-amylase is formed on the tooth/implant surface, initial attachment occurs with the 

pioneers of plaque formation, namely gram-positive cocci such as Streptococcus mutans and 

Streptococcus sanguinis. Gradually, filamentous bacterium such as Fusobacterium nucleatum and 

other slender rods adhere to the primary colonizers. This co-aggregation will establish the 

formation of corn-cob structures as shown in Figure 2.6 (Jhajharia, Mehta, Parolia, & Shetty, 2015; 

Kolenbrander et al., 2002; Yeo, Kim, Lim, & Han, 2012). Also, lower pH values are reached due 

to the release of acidic substances or acids from oral microbial metabolism (Souza, Barbosa, et al., 

2015). 
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Figure 2.6. Spatiotemporal model of oral bacterial colonization, showing pellicle 

formation, and coaggregations between early, secondary and late colonizers of the tooth surface 
(Kolenbrander et al., 2002). 

 
The oral cavity is continuously subjected to fluctuations in pH, temperature, food 

decomposition and bacteria attacking the implant surface and further altering the electrochemical 

behavior of the implant system. Predominantly, oral biofilms are one of the primary reasons for 

inducing corrosion of dental implant system components. Biofilms are one of the most complex 
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and diverse networks developed by successive colonization of more than 700 bacterial taxa present 

in the oral cavity (Paster, Olsen, Aas, & Dewhirst, 2006). Oral biofilms cause a decrease in pH, 

promoting demineralization of the tooth structures as well as ideal conditions for triggering 

corrosion of dental restorative materials.  

Apart from exposure to oral biofilms, a portion of the IHA surface which protrudes into 

the oral cavity is directly subjected to the corrosive substances from dietary consumption and 

human saliva and thus prone to corrosion (Rodrigues et al., 2013b; Souza, Henriques, et al., 2015; 

Sridhar et al., 2015). Although titanium is widely used in dental implants and prosthetic 

components due to its excellent mechanical properties, biocompatibility, and corrosion resistance 

its oxide layer is susceptible to lactic acid, fluoride ions and hydrogen peroxide, which are 

corrosive substances released after biofilm adhesion. Ideally, titanium surfaces are prone to 

localized corrosion at high fluoride ion concentrations (Mabilleau et al., 2006). Fluoride ions 

chemically react with the titanium oxide layer and result in the creation of compounds that 

generally dissolve in acidic media, facilitating titanium or metal dissolution and particle and ion 

release (Delgado-Ruiz & Romanos, 2018).  

 Localized corrosion also occurs due to the low pH caused by oral biofilms (Siddiqui, 

Gindri, & Rodrigues, 2016; Sridhar et al., 2015). In addition, corrosion can also be exacerbated by 

mechanically-assisted processes; specifically, the oxide layer can be damaged due to the 

delamination or minor abrasions caused by micromotion at internal connections, resulting in 

fretting corrosion as well as third body abrasion from food particles in the mouth (Ponthiaux et al., 

2013; Sridhar et al., 2015; Sutton E. Wheelis, Wilson, Valderrama, & Rodrigues, 2018b). To 
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understand the role and impact bacteria plays in early complications, the features of an IHA need 

to be further investigated.   

As mentioned earlier, the IHA plays a significant role in early healing and soft tissue 

conditioning before the placement of the prosthetic components while preventing bacterial 

penetration and encouraging healthy soft tissue attachment. Successful soft tissue conditioning 

will provide a foundation for successful osseointegration, thereby avoiding the chances of early 

complications. However, the often-overlooked temporary component is generally reused by the 

clinicians after cleaning and sterilizing without an understanding of the potential adverse effects 

that multiple implantations can have on the overall success of the implantation and health of the 

patients. 

 
2.4 Effects of Multiple Implantations  

IHAs are dental implant components which are designed for one-time use but are often 

used multiple times without considering the adverse effects of repetitive cycles of cleaning and 

sterilization and subsequent exposure of these components to the aggressive oral environment (C. 

Wadhwani et al., 2016a). For the past 40-50 years, clinicians have been retrieving this temporary 

component from various patients, cleaning it using ultrasonication, sterilizing it using steam 

autoclaving or ethylene oxide (EO) sterilization, and placing them again in different patients 

irrespective of their clinical conditions (Canullo et al., 2014). These components are not subjected 

to any spectroscopic or microscopic examinations before proceeding with its next placement. Also, 

patients are generally unaware of the fact that these components are being reused.   

An IHA retrieval study showed biological contamination of the used IHA after staining 

with Phloxine B as compared to a new, unused IHA as shown in Figure 2.7 (C. Wadhwani et al., 
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2016a). The harmful effects of sterilization through steam autoclaving or EO sterilization 

techniques on the surfaces of these components are highly neglected. Multiple cycles could affect 

the biocompatibility of such surfaces and could result in IHA fractures. Also, cell attachment and 

spreading are profoundly influenced by the surface oxide layer changes caused by steam 

autoclaving procedures (Vezeau, Koorbusch, Draughn, & Keller, 1996). Moreover, the screw 

thread could undergo bioburden despite ultrasonication which cannot remove all biological debris 

accumulated in the notch area. Plaque accumulation within the notch regions could affect the 

locking of IHA onto the implant body.  

 
Figure 2.7. (A) New, control and (B) used, cleaned, and sterilized IHA (C. Wadhwani et al., 

2016b) 
 
Additionally, repetitive cycles of ultrasonication could mechanically damage the IHA, 

which would have previously undergone various unintentional loading and micromotion steps in 

the oral cavity (C. Wadhwani & Hurson, 2016). Multiple studies demonstrate that the material 

properties in contact with soft tissue are one of the deciding factors in the quality of the mucosal 

attachment. The surfaces of the IHA used multiple times may not be suitable for the ideal 

attachment of soft tissue cells (Canullo et al., 2014). The other potential effect could be cross 

contamination due to bacterial infiltration in the oral cavity, which could lead to various other 

diseases. A retrieval study which involved used and unused IHAs elucidated the presence of viable 

bacteria post cleaning and sterilization as shown in Figure 2.8. Specific oral bacterial species have 
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been implicated in several systemic diseases, such as bacterial endocarditis, aspiration pneumonia, 

osteomyelitis in children, preterm low birth weight, and cardiovascular disease and other blood 

associated infections (Paster, Stokes, Olsen, Dewhirst, & Aas, 2005).  

In summary, multiple implantations may cause contamination and alter the surface 

topography, which can affect host cell attachment and bacterial colonization with the IHA surface 

in vivo. In order to better understand the effect of oral bacteria on IHA surfaces, another goal of 

this study is to identify the strains present in the oral cavity during the early healing period and co-

relate the effects of bacterial contamination on the surface of the IHAs used multiple times. 

 

 
Figure 2.8. Turbidity was observed in the tube with used IHA post cleaning & sterilization (left) 
(indicated by red arrow). The control tube (right) showed no turbidity. Bacterial growth was 
identified as E. faecalis (Cakan et al., 2015). 
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2.5 Other Risk Factors 

Implant failures generally occur as the synergistic effect of numerous factors including 

endogenous and exogenous conditions. A twofold increase in the risk could occur due to the 

multiple implantations as the early complications are generally influenced by a surgical error, 

unintentional loading, micromotion, and bacterial infiltration as shown in Figure 2.9. Multiple 

implantations could potentially increase the chances of a surgical failure or unintended loading 

when a modified IHA is cleaned, sterilized and placed instead of a fresh, clinically-stable IHA. 

Also, an IHA can experience various, complex conditions in the oral cavity, and the impact of 

these conditions on the surface of the used IHA could be favorable for early complications of the 

implant system. Survival of an implant is a limited outcome and an implant must withstand the 

complex environment to ensure successful, long-term functioning. Additional care should be taken 

for successful implantation, which could be hindered by using chemically-degraded IHAs. 

Though titanium is by far the most suitable component for the dental implants, it has its 

drawbacks when subjected to complex oral conditions. Bacterial infiltration, constituents of saliva, 

micromotion increasing the micro gaps between the implant-IHA interface and loss of surface 

coating due to repetitive cycles of sterilization could have a significant impact on the titanium 

surface. This could result in the dissolution of metal particles, corrosion of the IHA surface, and 

also can result in the loosening of the IHA from the implant body impeding early healing, leading 

to unsuccessful soft tissue attachment. Since the risk factors associated with multiple implantations 

could eventually influence early complications, the effects of multiple implantations during early 

healing period need to be further investigated before using IHAs multiple times. 
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Figure 2.9. Risk factors influencing the early implant failures (C. Wadhwani & Hurson, 2016).
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CHAPTER 3 

GOALS AND HYPOTHESIS 
 

3.1 GOAL 1: To understand the oral microbiota colonizing the implant healing abutment 

during the early healing period and the impact of multiple implantations on the surface of titanium 

implant healing abutments in healthy patients. 

RATIONALE: The implant healing abutment (IHA) is a temporary component of the 

dental implant system that mediates soft tissue healing during the early healing period, maintaining 

direct contact with soft tissue and the oral cavity. Since IHAs are exposed to early healing events 

and a highly inflammatory environment, they can serve as an excellent model for investigating the 

effects of early bacterial adhesion on titanium-based implants. Although the IHA is widely used 

for soft tissue conditioning, the efficacy of this component is often overlooked in the formation of 

healthy soft tissue. These components are generally labelled by the manufacturer for “single use,” 

though many clinicians clean, sterilize, and often reuse them as a commercial practice. The upper 

portion of the device exposed to the oral environment is subjected to the corrosive substances from 

dietary, human saliva and oral biofilms thus being prone to corrosion at their surfaces. Oral 

biofilms cause a decrease in pH promoting demineralization of the tooth structures as well as being 

ideal conditions for triggering corrosion of dental restorative materials. The synergistic effect of 

bacterial contamination including micro-motion, premature loading and other harsh oral 

conditions can cause changes in the surface features of the IHA. This may influence early 

complications of the implant system among other factors like peri-implant inflammation, corrosion 

of materials, implant-IHA design and surgical overload. Early complications can be initiated by 

surface adhesion of early bacterial colonizers which upon formation of a biofilm may prevent 
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sealing of epithelial tissues on the implant surface. The colonization of these pathogens leads to 

the formation of mature plaque and is considered to be the causative agent of later events such as 

peri-implantitis development. In addition, the effects of multiple implantations of this component 

in terms of surface integrity are unknown. Hence, the role of bacterial strains during the early 

healing period and its effect on the surface features of the IHA used multiple times need to be 

further investigated.  

HYPOTHESIS: An IHA subjected to in vivo implantation may be colonized with bacterial 

load which holds significant biochemical capacities for the pathogenesis of inflammatory peri-

implant diseases like peri-implant mucositis irrespective of the health status of the patients. 

Furthermore, periodontal pathogens, repetitive cycles of cleaning and sterilization, and exposure 

to the oral cavity multiple times will cause changes in surface features of the IHA modifying their 

corrosion behavior. 

SUMMARY OF TASKS: The hypothesis will be tested by a qualitative evaluation of the 

surface of commercial IHA obtained from a private periodontal practice after single and multiple 

implantations in patients receiving dental implants. The genomic DNA will be isolated from the 

IHA to identify bacterial strains using 16s rRNA gene deep sequencing. Taxonomic and diversity 

analysis will be performed using Quantitative Insights into Microbial Ecology (QIIME) software. 

Post-DNA isolation, the IHAs will be ultrasonicated to remove residual debris and will be 

subjected to steam autoclaving. The sterilization of IHA will be followed by surface 

characterization with optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy to analyze any surface 

changes and electrochemical testing to evaluate corrosion behavior. The identified microbial 

composition will be correlated with changes in surface characteristics observed post-implantation. 
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3.2 GOAL 2: To investigate the effects of multiple dental implant healing abutment 

implantations on soft tissue cell response and bacterial adherence.  

RATIONALE: The long-term success of dental implants is dependent on the formation of 

a stable connection between the host bone tissue and the fixture surface (osseointegration). Also, 

integration of the IHA component with soft tissue is key because this seal can prevent infiltration 

of bacteria into the bone-implant interface during the healing phase following implantation. That 

is, the IHA has its upper portion in supragingival space exposed to the oral cavity while the lower 

portion resides in the subgingival space, which is in contact with soft tissue, promoting the soft 

tissue seal formation during the early healing period. Thus, this component acts as a primary line 

of defense against bacterial infiltration. Disruption of the biological seal can be caused by various 

factors and bacterial infiltration is considered to be one of the main causes further leading to the 

early complications of dental implants. The longevity of the dental implant can be speculated by a 

race for the surface between bacteria and host tissue cells. After the placement of the IHA, the host 

epithelial and the gingival cells compete with the bacterial load that have colonized the IHA 

surface. The invasion of the microorganisms is restrained by the gingival mucosa forming the 

biological seal, and the epithelium acts as a physiological barrier by the initiation of inflammatory 

responses to suffice the wound healing process. An interesting current clinical practice is the re-

use of this device in multiple patients. Multiple implantations may alter the surface oxide layer 

and surface features, which may affect how host cells and bacteria perceive and thus interact with 

the metallic surface in vivo. Therefore, it is important to study the growth of host tissue cells as 

well as bacterial adhesion on IHA surfaces that have been exposed to the oral environment and 

sterilization cycles multiple times. 
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HYPOTHESIS: Host defense cells (human gingival fibroblasts) will not be affected by 

the number of usages while multiple implantations may have an impact on the viability of the 

wound healing cells (human oral keratinocytes). Also, bacterial attachment will be higher in IHAs 

that have been exposed to multiple implantation procedures as compared to control ones. 

SUMMARY OF TASKS: The hypothesis will be tested by biological evaluation of the 

response of mammalian and bacteria cells to the to the surfaces of the IHA retrievals post 

sterilization. Response of soft-tissue forming cells (human gingival fibroblasts and human oral 

keratinocytes) will be evaluated by culturing cells in indirect contact with the implant healing 

abutment retrievals for 3 and 7 days. The adherence of the early colonizers, Streptococcus mutans, 

Streptococcus sanguinis and Streptococcus salivarius followed by a polyculture of S. mutans, S. 

sanguinis and Fusobacterium nucleatum on the IHA retrievals will be tested by performing 

bacterial immersion testing for 3 and 7 days, respectively. The response of soft-tissue forming cells 

to these surfaces will be quantified with a colorimetric viability assay based on metabolic activity, 

and the bacterial load will be quantified by quantifying adherent and non-adherent colony count. 
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CHAPTER 4 

UNDERSTANDING THE ORAL MICROBIOTA OF THE EARLY HEALING PERIOD 

USING TITANIUM HEALING ABUTMENTS: MICROBIAL COMPOSITION AND 

EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE IMPLANTATIONS 

 
Summary 

Objective: Very few studies have investigated dental implant components involved in the 

early stage of healing, especially the implant healing abutment (IHA), despite its vital role in soft 

tissue contouring and shaping after implant placement. Although, IHAs are labelled by the 

manufacturer for “single-use only”, it is a common clinical practice to clean, sterilize, and reuse 

them. 

Methods: Sixteen IHAs were subjected to 16s rRNA-sequencing to quantify and determine 

bacterial species identity. Following sequencing, IHAs were subjected to surface characterization 

with optical and scanning electron microscopy to investigate surface features, and electrochemical 

testing was performed to evaluate corrosion behavior. 

Results: The microbiota was comprised of early colonizers including Streptococcus 

species and secondary anaerobic colonizers such as Fusobacterium, Capnocytophaga, and 

Prevotella species. Species from both commensal and pathogenic genera were found colonizing 

IHA surfaces. Both single and multiple-use IHAs had severe surface changes including 

discoloration, delamination, major abrasions, biological contamination, and the IHA retrievals 

exhibited significantly higher corrosion rate as compared to controls. 

Conclusion: Our results revealed differences regarding microbial diversity and 

microorganisms counts in oral biofilm associated with single-use and multiple-use IHAs. The 
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surface analysis revealed that irrespective of the cleaning and sterilization techniques, the pristine, 

homogeneous surface of the new, unused IHAs could not be restored. 

 
4.1 Introduction 

Bacterial adhesion plays a significant role on dental implant performance as it can have 

tremendous effects on both hard and soft tissues, with colonization occurring within minutes 

following implant placement (Paster et al., 2005; Piattelli et al., 2012; Yeo et al., 2012). It has been 

suggested that a successful dental implant outcome can be predicted based on a “race for the 

surface” between oral bacteria and soft tissue cells (Zhao et al., 2014). In this regard, other 

components of the dental implant system are exposed to these conditions where the competition 

between bacteria and host cells can impact tissue healing and later implant integration. One 

component of the dental implant system, which is often overlooked due to its temporary placement, 

is the healing abutment. The implant healing abutment (IHA) is an important component as it 

remains exposed to the oral environment during the early healing phase (3-6 months) (Straumann, 

2014b). Thus, the IHA is exposed to a unique combination of conditions, with one-part 

supragingival and exposed to the oral cavity and the other part subgingival and in contact with soft 

tissue. In addition, this component is essential for soft tissue conditioning as it provides a scaffold 

for tissue growth (Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018a). 

IHAs usually have smooth machined surfaces and are typically composed of commercially 

pure titanium (cpTi) due to its biocompatibility, corrosion resistance and excellent mechanical 

properties (Osman & Swain, 2015; Shafie, 2014). These devices often undergo a surface treatment 

called anodization to achieve distinct colors like purple or yellow for effortless differentiation 

among different types of IHAs (Napoli et al., 2018; Straumann, 2014b). Anodization also increase 
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corrosion resistance, which better protects the bulk material when exposed to the corrosive 

substances from the diet, human saliva, and oral biofilms. The type of IHAs chosen are based on 

implantation procedures and specific clinical protocols used by clinicians. The IHAs used in this 

study included both bone- and tissue-level implants placed using a one-stage surgical step, called 

a transmucosal procedure. Placement of an implant body and the supporting components like the 

IHA subject the jaw bone and soft tissue to surgical trauma. This results in a cascade of immune 

responses both in the bone and surrounding soft tissues. IHA is known to help in the formation of 

a long-standing biological barrier, thus allowing soft tissue healing after the placement of dental 

implant body (Chai, Brook, Palmquist, Noort, et al., 2012). Hence, successful interface of IHA 

with soft and hard tissues during the early healing period is necessary to reduce complications that 

can later affect implant integration (Chrcanovic et al., 2016).   

Early implant complications generally occur after placement of the implant and IHA and 

before placement of the prosthetic or permanent components. The permanent abutments and the 

IHAs are functionally distinct as the IHA is used for soft tissue conditioning while the permanent 

abutment are used to attach the prosthesis to the implant body. Most studies conducted in the 

literature are concentrated on permanent abutments, with very few studies investigating implant 

healing abutments. Regardless of abutment type, early complications can be initiated by surface 

adhesion of early bacterial colonizers which upon biofilm formation may prevent sealing of 

epithelial tissues on the implant surface. The incorporation of late-colonizing pathogens into the 

biofilm leads to the formation of plaque and is considered to be the causative agent of later events 

such as peri-implantitis development. In particular, bacterial infiltration around the implant has 
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been found to be one of the primary reasons for both early and late stage complications (Esposito 

et al., 1998; Manor et al., 2009).  

The microscopic gap (microgap) between the implant and abutment or implant and IHA 

facilitates the infiltration of fluids and macromolecules from food, saliva and other tissue fluids 

accelerate bacterial invasion and proliferation (Badrian et al., 2011; Bousquet et al., 2014; do 

Nascimento et al., 2008; Nassar & Abdalla, 2015). Microleakage can occur in both directions from 

the inner parts of the implants to the external oral environment and vice versa (Bousquet et al., 

2014; Nassar & Abdalla, 2015). The penetration of oral microorganisms through these microgaps 

during the first few weeks of implantation may produce soft-tissue inflammation and constitute 

risk to the clinical success of the dental implants (Heuer et al., 2007; Nassar & Abdalla, 2015; 

Signat, Roques, Poulet, & Duffaut, 2011; Sridhar et al., 2015). Hence, the role of bacteria present 

in the early healing period and their effects on surface features of IHA must be further investigated. 

The formation of bacterial biofilms at early stages post-implantation on implant components is of 

concern because it can alter the electrochemical behavior with the creation of crevice areas around 

dental implant components. These peri-implant crevices accommodate some of the anaerobic 

periodontopathogens in high abundance (Kumar, Mason, Brooker, & O’Brien, 2012; Sato et al., 

2015). Moreover, these crevices along with metabolic byproducts of pathogens can accelerate 

corrosion products at the implant-IHA interface, which can potentiate the host inflammatory 

response and potentially trigger early complications (Bousquet et al., 2014; Sridhar et al., 2015). 

Early implant complications are reported to occur due to synergistic factors like overloading or 

surgical error, micromotion, and bacterial contamination resulting in postoperative infection of 

soft and hard tissues (Chrcanovic et al., 2016).  
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The current clinical practice is to clean, sterilize and re-use IHAs. The cleaning and 

sterilization procedures are not standardized but usually include steps such as mechanical wiping, 

ultrasonication and, steam autoclaving (AlHelal, Kattadiyil, AlBader, & Clark, 2017; Vezeau et 

al., 2000, 1996; C. Wadhwani et al., 2016b).  However, the screw thread could undergo bioburden 

despite ultrasonication which cannot remove all biological debris accumulated in the notch area. 

Plaque accumulation within the notch regions could affect the locking of IHA onto the implant 

body (C. Wadhwani & Hurson, 2016). However, several studies have indicated that a combination 

of mechanical and chemical cleansing is ineffective in complete removal of biological debris and 

biofilm from implants/abutments (Charalampakis, Ramberg, Dahlén, Berglundh, & Abrahamsson, 

2015; Vezeau et al., 2000; C. Wadhwani & Hurson, 2016; C. Wadhwani et al., 2016b) . Also, 

multiple cycles of mechanical and chemical cleansing could affect the biocompatibility of IHA 

surfaces and could result in fracture of the temporary components (Vezeau et al., 2000; C. 

Wadhwani et al., 2016b). In addition, a retrieval study showed the presence of viable bacteria 

attached to IHA surfaces after sterilization signifying the importance of unstandardized cleaning 

protocol in the industry (Cakan et al., 2015). Thus, reusing sterilized IHAs on multiple patients 

could possibly result in cross-contamination and impaired healing. In order to assess the overall 

effectiveness of used IHAs, factors favoring the successful functioning of this temporary 

component need to be further investigated. 

The goals of this study were to identify bacterial taxa colonizing IHAs during the early 

healing period and to elucidate the effects of multiple implantations on the surface characteristics 

of the IHA. In the present study, IHAs with single or multiple implantations, removed from 

different patients following standard clinical procedures were subjected to biological, surface, and 
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electrochemical characterization to assess the oral microbiome, surface features, and corrosion 

behavior of IHAs, respectively. The microbes colonizing the IHAs, and their relative abundances 

were investigated using 16S rRNA sequencing and QIIME analysis. Surface characterization of 

IHAs elucidated the effects that the repetitive cycles of implantation have on these components. 

Furthermore, the conjoint results of surface characterization and microbiome analysis will 

aid in understanding the changes the IHAs undergo during the initial healing phase and the 

prospective adverse effects, if any, that may influence the overall functioning of the implant 

system. 

Thus, the importance of this component should not be overlooked, in fact IHA can serve 

as a model to understand the microbiota of the early healing period and the competition between 

host cells and bacteria during this stage on dental implant components. The current study can also 

provide an insight into the conditions of the oral cavity for the design of subsequent in vitro studies. 

 
4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Implant Healing Abutment Sample Preparation 

Sixteen titanium IHAs (Straumann LLC, Basel, Switzerland) were obtained through a 

private dental practice in Dallas, TX. These components were received from human patients at 

periods of 3-6 months post-dental implant placement for research purposes, following standard 

procedures as per guidelines of the Helsinki Declaration. Prior to IHA removal, all patients signed 

a written informed consent to participate in the study. Patient information remained confidential 

with only the clinicians having access to health records and demographic information. Retrieval 

procedures, documentation, and IHA characterization were performed with strict guidelines and 

were approved by the Institutional Review Board at The University of Texas at Dallas (ER IRB 
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#16-65). The retrievals were classified based on the number of implantations to which they were 

subjected. IHAs that were only used once were grouped as “single-use”. In general, no records are 

maintained regarding the exact number of times these devices are implanted on different patients. 

Hence, IHAs known to have been used more than once were labeled as “multiple-use”. All IHAs 

obtained post-implantation were marked with a letter for identification (A-P). IHAs (D & E) and 

(M & N) were retrieved from the same patients respectively. IHAs A, D, E, and N were subject to 

two collection methods, vortex retrieval were indicated as A1, D1, E1, and N1, while swab removal 

post vortex are referred to as A2, D2, E2, and N2. Four pristine IHAs were used as controls for 

surface characterization and electrochemical testing. Information about the IHAs used in this study 

is detailed in Table 4.1. 

 
Table 4.1. Description of implant healing abutments (IHAs) studied. 

Brand Usage and Sample Size Healing Abutment ID Microbiome Analysis 

Straumann 

LLC. 

Controls = 4 Control (1- 4) None 

Single-use = 8 B, C, H, J, M, N, O, P B, C, H, J, M, N1,N2 O, P 

Multiple-use = 8 A, D, E, F, G, I, K, L A1, A2, D1, D2, E1, E2, F, G, I, K, L 

 

4.2.2   Microbiome Analysis 

4.2.2.1  Sample Preparation and gDNA Isolation 

Immediately following retrieval, each IHA was immersed in 1X phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS) solution in a microcentrifuge tube and placed on ice. The total genomic DNA (gDNA) 

isolation was performed within 60 min after individual retrieval. Briefly, IHAs were vortexed for 

30-60 seconds to retrieve adherent bacteria from the surface. The solution was centrifuged for 5 

mins at 12000 RPM to concentrate the bacteria. After centrifuge, the IHA was carefully removed 
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using sterilized tweezer. To evaluate whether vortexing recovered all biomass, four IHAs (A, D, 

E, and N) were swabbed using sterile cotton swab, generating samples A2, D2, E2, and N2. The 

bacterial pellet and the cotton swabs were subject to total gDNA isolation using MO BIO 

Ultraclean Microbial DNA Isolation Kit as per manufacturer’s protocol (MoBio, CA, USA). Three 

negative controls including water, uninoculated Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) media, and 1X PBS 

were used to quantify any contamination from the DNA isolation kit or the procedure. A microbial 

community standard (Zymo research, Cat# D6300) was used as a positive control for assessing 

bias in gDNA extraction (3 Gram-negative, 5 Gram-positive bacterial strains, and 2 yeast strains). 

The gDNA concentration and purity was measured using a NanoDrop 2000/2000c 

spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wilmington, USA). The gDNA samples were sent 

for analysis to Molecular Research LP DNA Institute (MR DNA, Shallowater, TX). Samples B 

and O were excluded from further microbiome analysis due to a gDNA concentration below the 

threshold of detection post extraction. 

 
4.2.2.2 16S rRNA Sequencing 

In total, 22 gDNA samples were sent to Molecular Research LP DNA Institute (MR DNA, 

Shallowater, TX) for 16s rRNA sequencing analysis. Illumina MiSeq library preparation and 

sequencing were performed at Molecular Research LP DNA Institute (MR DNA Lab, Shallowater, 

TX). Briefly, the prokaryotic 16S rRNA genes were amplified using universal primers 27F-519R 

corresponding to the V1-V3 region of 16S rRNA (Kumar, Brooker, Dowd, & Camerlengo, 2011). 

This region was selected due to it being the optimal region for classifying bacterial communities 

in the oral cavity (Zheng et al., 2015). The barcodes on the forward and reverse primers were used 

in a 33 cycle PCR using the HotStarTaq Plus Master Mix Kit (Qiagen, CA, USA) under the 
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following conditions: 94º C for 3 min, followed by 33 cycles of 94º  C (30 s), 53º  C (40 s) and 72º 

C (1 min) followed by a final elongation step at 72º  C for 5 min. Following the PCR, amplified 

samples were pooled together in equal proportions based on their molecular weight and DNA 

concentrations and purified using calibrated Ampure XP beads  (Agencourt Biosciences, Beverly, 

MA). Illumina MiSeq sequencing was performed per the manufacturer’s guidelines. Barcodes 

were depleted followed by removal of ambiguous base calls and sequences < 300 base pairs (bp).  

The remaining sequences were used for taxonomic analysis. 

 

4.2.2.3 Sequencing Analysis and Taxonomic Assignment 

Microbiome bioinformatics were performed using the open-source QIIME 2 2018.6 

pipeline (Bolyen et al., 2018; Caporaso et al., 2010). Raw sequences were demultiplexed and 

quality filtered using the Q2‐demux (Callahan et al., 2016). The sequences were then denoised, 

paired-end reads were joined, chimeras removed, and sequences were clustered into Amplicon 

Sequence Variants (ASVs) using DADA2 (Callahan et al., 2016). ASVs were aligned with mafft 

(Katoh, Misawa, Kuma, & Miyata, 2002) and used to construct a phylogenetic tree with fasttree2, 

and taxonomy was assigned to the ASVs with custom database (MR DNA version 2019.7) (Price, 

Dehal, & Arkin, 2010; Quast et al., 2013). From the taxonomy classification, taxa bar plots and 

genus-level heat map were generated. Diversity analyses were performed using a rooted tree, and 

all samples were rarified to 2,000 reads per sample. To identify the diversity of organisms within 

a sample (α‐diversity) the Shannon diversity index was used, and diversity across samples (β-

diversity) was evaluated by a weighted and unweighted UniFrac (Lozupone, Hamady, Kelley, & 

Knight, 2007) Taxonomy was assigned to ASVs using the q2‐feature‐classifier (Bokulich et al., 
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2018) and classify‐sklearn naïve Bayes taxonomy classifier against the Greengenes 13.8 99% 

ASVs reference sequences (McDonald et al., 2012). 

 
4.2.3   Surface Analysis 

4.2.3.1  Cleaning and Sterilization 

After recovery of samples for microbiome analysis, IHA retrievals were subjected to 

cleaning and sterilization to replicate clinical practices. IHAs were ultrasonicated with acetone, 

deionized (DI) water and 70% ethanol for 15-20 min each and steam autoclaved (20 min exposure, 

2 h drying). 

 
4.2.3.2  Optical Microscopy 

Optical microscopy (OM; VHX-2000, Keyence, Itasca, IL) was performed to observe 

topographical changes on the surface of the IHAs following cleaning and sterilization The surfaces 

of the samples (Table 4.1) were imaged at magnifications ranging from 25X to 500X.  

4.2.3.3  Scanning Electron Microscopy 

In order to evaluate surface morphology of the specimens after single or multiple 

implantations, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed. Areas of interest included 

those with evidence of chemical or physical degradation, which resulted in visible corrosion or 

wear on the surface of the IHA. A JEOL JSM-6010LA (Jeol Peabody, MA, USA) was used in 

high vacuum mode and an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. Samples (Table 4.1) were observed at 

magnifications ranging from 20X to 2000X. 
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4.2.3.4   Qualitative scoring 

Based on visual observations derived from OM and SEM, IHA surfaces were scored and classified 

in terms of accumulation of biological debris and visible corrosion. The scoring ranged from 0 to 

3, with 0 corresponding to no surface damage and 3 corresponding to the highest amount of surface 

damage as detailed in Table 4.2. For biological debris accumulation, spots of debris, blood 

remnants, calcium deposits and bacterial plaque were identified and scored based on their 

frequency. Also, changes in the surface morphology in the form of discoloration, abrasions, and 

apparent surface roughness were labeled as surface degradation. For corrosion scoring, the relative 

amount of surface area containing discoloration, delamination and other deformities were 

recognized and scored.           

 

Table 4.2. Qualitative scoring of the IHA surfaces. 
Score Biological Debris Corrosion (% of Surface Area) 

0 None detected None detected 

1 Low; Sporadic 0-15; Low 
2 Moderate; Numerous 16-30; Medium 

3 High; Continuous >30; Severe 

 
 

4.2.3.5  Electrochemical Testing 

Electrochemical analysis post-surface characterization of IHAs was performed in order to 

evaluate the corrosion behavior of the specimens. Control samples (n = 4) were used to compare 

against the extent of corrosion damage due to surface degradation on single and multiple-use IHAs. 

Electrochemical testing of all specimens was performed using guidelines modified from ASTM 

F2129–15 (ASTM Standards, 2015) with an Interface 1000 Potentiostat (Gamry Instruments Inc., 
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Warminster, PA). Electrochemical tests were done using a standard three electrode 

electrochemical cell. The reference electrode was a saturated calomel electrode (SCE), the counter 

electrode was a graphite electrode, and the IHA specimens acted as the working electrode. The 

IHA specimens were mounted to alligator clips and insulated with electrical tape and thoroughly 

sealed with Miccrostop (Tolber Chemical Division, Hope, AR) to isolate the region of interest and 

to avoid the interference of the clip or other areas of the IHA. All samples were immersed in 5 ml 

of the electrolyte, 1X phosphate buffered saline (PBS), which was  maintained at 37º C.  

Per sample, three tests were performed in a sequential order: open circuit potential (OCP), 

linear polarization resistance tests, and anodic Tafel polarization. The OCP was measured for 1 h, 

and the final value was recorded as the corrosion potential (Ecorr). Next, each sample was 

anodically polarized from -10 mV to 10 mV vs. Ecorr at rate of 0.1667 mV/s as per the guidelines 

of ASTM G59-05 (ASTM Standards, 2014). The slope of the plotted applied potential vs. current 

measurements were recorded as the polarization resistance (Rp). Lastly, the corrosion current 

(Icorr) was extrapolated from anodic Tafel plots, using the linear region of the plot obtained during 

sweeping from 0 to 250 mV vs. Ecorr at a scan rate of 1mV/s. This value was used to calculate 

corrosion rate (CR) using equations derived from ASTM G102–89 (ASTM Standards, 2008). The 

Rp and CR values were normalized with each sample’s exposed surface area. The results were 

further compared between control, single-use, and multiple-use IHAs.   
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 4.2.4  Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed for the parameters obtained from electrochemical testing 

using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by post hoc Tukey tests. Both tests were 

run using GraphPad Prism 7.0 Software (GraphPad Software Inc., USA) at a significance level (α) 

of 0.05. Statistical significance of comparisons between different data sets was determined using 

the p-value.  

 
4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Microbiome Analysis 

The taxonomic composition of IHA-colonizing bacteria to the genus level was determined 

and is shown in Figure 4.1. The majority of identified genera included Streptococcus, 

Fusobacterium, Capnocytophaga, Prevotella, Rothia, Kingella, Neisseria, Granulicatella, and 

Porphyromonas. The most abundant genera among the samples were Streptococcus, 

Fusobacterium, Capnocytophaga, and Prevotella with Streptococcus being the most prevalent in 

65% of the samples. These prevalent Amplicon Sequence Variants (ASVs) were detected in 50% 

of the samples. Taxonomic compositions are also represented in a heatmap format as shown in 

Figure 4.1 (B).  When correlating microbial composition with IHA usage, single-use IHAs had a 

higher average percentage of Fusobacterium species (orange bars) while multiple-use IHAs had 

greater percentages of Streptococcus species (yellow bars) as shown in Figure 4.1. Another 

interesting observation from the microbiome analysis was that two IHA samples (D and E) 

retrieved from the same patient showed similar microbial composition. 

The alpha diversity analysis did not show any significant difference in the diversity among 

the microorganisms present on the two IHA groups. However, the Shannon Diversity index 
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representing species diversity within the samples showed that the single-use IHAs had higher 

diversity compared to the multiple-use IHAs as shown in Figure 4.2 (A). UniFrac unweighted 

analysis showed the presence of clustering of certain ASVs in the IHA samples irrespective of the 

usage as highlighted in Figure 4.2 (B). In contrast, when the quantitative analysis was performed 

using weighted UniFrac metric, the analysis showed no apparent clustering of oral microbial 

communities based on usage. The ASVs were scattered and showed similar microbial diversity 

compared to the rest of the IHA samples as shown in Figure 4.2 (C). Taking into account both 

unweighted and unweighted UniFrac, it was determined that there was no apparent dissimilarity 

observed within the samples between single and multiple-use IHAs. 
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Figure 4.1. (A) Taxa bar plot of relative abundance of microbial composition to the genus level 
of microbiota retrievals. The ASV count was filtered to only include ASVs that occurred >200 
sequences. (B) Heat map depicting differences in estimated bacterial genus abundance between 

single and multiple-use IHAs. 
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Figure 4.2. (A) Alpha diversity plot showing Shannon richness for each IHA group. Single-use 

IHAs displayed higher diversity compared to the multiple-use IHAs. Beta diversity plot 
representing diversity between the samples. (B) Unweighted UniFrac analysis (C) Weighted 

UniFrac analysis. (Red denotes multiple-use IHAs; blue denotes single-use). Axis 1 represents 
the greatest amount of variance. 
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4.3.2  Surface Analysis 

4.3.2.1 OM Analysis 

OM analysis was performed to assess the degree of morphological changes on IHA 

surfaces. Observations made on the retrievals were compared to control IHA specimens. As shown 

in Figure 4.3, the control IHAs exhibited a smooth finish with the clear presence of machined lines 

and strong purple and silver colored appearances. 

 
Figure 4.3. Representative OM images of pristine control IHAs. RC Control 1 IHA:(A) collar 
neck region (200 X). (B) screw thread (100 X). WN implant healing cap Control 3: (C) Collar 

neck region (100 X). (D) Screw area (100 X). 
 
Most notably, single and multiple-use IHAs contained large amounts of biological debris 

deposited in the notch area on the IHA head as well as between the threads of the screw. IHA B 

after single implantation had remnants of blood in the notch and discoloration was observed on 

the screw area while the majority of the collar region remained unchanged as shown in Figure 4.4 
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(A&B). IHA E after multiple implantations showed significant wear, discoloration, and surface 

abrasion as shown in Figure 4.4 (C&D). 

 
Figure 4.4. Representative OM images of RC IHA after single or multiple implantations: 

(A) Collar neck region of single used IHA B (100 X). (B) notch region of single used IHA B with 
arrow indicating remnants of blood (200 X).  (C) collar region of multiple-used IHA E showing 
complete surface discoloration (200 X). (D) collar junction of multiple-use IHA E with arrow 

indicating discoloration and abrasions (300 X). 
 

Figure 4.5 illustrates large chunks of debris and white deposits lodged within the notch of the IHA 

I. Also, brown discoloration and a layer of debris suspended on the collar region were visible. 
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Figure 4.5. Representative OM images of RC IHA I after multiple implantations. (A) collar neck 

region with arrow indicating white debris (100 X). (B) notch region (300 X). (C) collar region 
with arrow indicating brown discoloration (300 X). (D) collar junction showing layer of white 

deposits (100 X).  
 

 

4.3.2.2 SEM Analysis 

SEM analysis was performed to further qualitatively evaluate morphological changes on 

the IHA surfaces. All of the control samples evaluated demonstrated smooth machined surfaces 

with clean screw areas as shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6. Representative SEM images of control IHAs. RC Control 1 IHA: (A) collar junction 

(91X). (B) screw thread (91 X). WN implant healing cap Control 3: 
(C) Collar neck region (49 X). (D) Screw area (126 X). 

 

Single-use and multiple-use IHAs exhibited a greater variety of distinct features on their 

surfaces that were not present on control IHAs. IHA J after single implantation had its collar area 

peeled off on the edges as shown in Figure 4.7 (A & B).  Also, the surface appears rougher and 

more irregular on the collar and screw areas of the IHA E after multiple implantations. IHA E also 

had visible pit-like features characteristic of corrosion attack and chipping at the edges of the screw 

thread region as indicated with arrow marks in Figure 4.7 (C & D). 
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Figure 4.7. Representative SEM images of IHA after single and multiple implantations: 

(A) collar region of single-use IHA J showing the surface peeling off (127X). (B) collar region 
with arrow indicating the surface peeling off (444 X). SEM images of IHA E after multiple 
implantations: (C) IHA chipping of the screw thread (584X) and (D) IHA collar with arrow 

indicating increased apparent surface roughness (1600X). 
 

 

4.3.2.3 Qualitative Scoring 

The scoring results based on the observations made using optical microscopy (OM) and 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) are summarized in Figure 4.8. The level of biological 

contamination and corrosion on the surfaces of IHA tended to increase from control to multiple 

implantations. 
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Figure 4.8. Graphical representation of qualitative scoring of control, single- and multiple-use 

IHAs. 
 

4.3.3 Electrochemical Analysis 

Electrochemical analysis was performed in order to quantitatively evaluate changes in the 

corrosion behavior of IHA surfaces after single or multiple cycles of exposure to the oral 

environment. Figure 4.9 shows the electrochemical parameters evaluated. No significant 

difference in Ecorr measurements between control and used retrieval IHA specimens were 

documented, regardless of the number of IHA usage. However, the Rp for control IHAs was 

significantly higher than the Rp for multiple-use IHAs (p < 0.05). In contrast, Rp for single-use 

IHAs was only higher on average than control IHAs. The corrosion rate (CR) of both multiple-use 

and single-use IHAs were significantly higher than the CR for control IHAs. The results 
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corroborated that control IHAs had significantly lower corrosion rate as compared to single and 

multiple-use IHAs.  

 
Figure 4.9. (A) Corrosion potential (Ecorr), (B) polarization resistance (Rp) and (C) corrosion 

rate (CR) of control versus single-use and multiple-use IHAs. * indicates statistical significance 
(α = 0.05). 

 
 

4.4 Discussion 

IHAs play a vital role in maintaining soft tissue health, particularly during the healing 

period following implant placement. Bacteria colonizes the surfaces in the mouth, regardless of 

the substrate, and many studies suggest that the composition of bacterial community around 

healthy teeth is similar to that found around implants (D’Ercole, Piattelli, Marzo, Scarano, & 

Tripodi, 2013; Frédéric, Michel, & Selena, 2018; Haffajee, Socransky, Patel, & Song, 2008; 

Oppenheim et al., 2004; Verma, Garg, & Dubey, 2018). The microflora associated with 

periodontal and peri-implant infections can survive at locations other than dental implant sites and 

they colonize the implant-IHA interface immediately after placement (Bousquet et al., 2014; 

Frédéric et al., 2018; Paster et al., 2005). The initial bacterial colonization occurs with the 

attachment of early colonizers like Streptococcus, Neisseria, and Actinomyces to the acquired 

pellicle, a thin protein- containing film derived from salivary glycoproteins attached to the dental 

structures (Ammann, Belibasakis, & Thurnheer, 2013; Socransky, Haffajee, Cugini, Smith, & 
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Kent, 1998). Subsequent attachment by the  secondary colonizer, Fusobacterium nucleatum, links 

early and late colonizers like Treponema denticola and Porphyromonas gingivalis which are 

periodontal pathogens and the causative agents of peri- implantitis and other periodontal infections 

together (Aruni, Dou, Mishra, & Fletcher, 2015; Marc Quirynen, De Soete, & van Steenberghe, 

2002). The rate and extent of the destruction caused by bacterial accumulation around dental 

implant components are higher than around natural teeth (Atsuta et al., 2016). Hence, soft tissue 

healing during the early stages of implantation is vital to inhibit bacterial infiltration into the IHA-

implant interface and peri-implant pockets (Bousquet et al., 2014; Koutouzis, Richardson, & 

Lundgren, 2010; Zhao et al., 2014). Despite its clinical importance, the IHA is often an overlooked 

component in regard to implant performance. In some cases, these components are retrieved after 

3-6 months of healing, cleaned, sterilized and reused on different patients for commercial purposes 

(C. Wadhwani et al., 2016a; Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018b). This practice exists despite the lack 

of understanding and available research regarding the biological and surface composition of these 

components and how they can potentially influence the outcome of healing and subsequent 

placement of other dental implant components. Thus, the overall goal of this study was to elucidate 

the effect on IHAs from multiple exposures to the oral cavity with respect to the microbial 

colonization, the surface properties, and corrosion behavior of this component.  

The current study provides new insight into the differences in microbial taxa colonizing 

single and multiple-use IHAs within 3-6 months post-implant placement. From the taxonomic 

analysis, both the single and multiple-use IHAs were colonized with varying levels of 

Pseudomonas, Neisseria, Kingella, Fusobacterium, Streptococcus, Granulicatella, 

Staphylococcus, Capnocytophaga, Prevotella, Porphyromonas, and Rothia. Previous studies have 
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shown that as bacterial colonization of the IHA continues, genera such as Streptococcus and 

Staphylococcus decrease while more pathogenic genera including Prevotella, Fusobacterium, and 

Porphyromonas increase (Aruni et al., 2015; Heuer et al., 2007).  This phenomenon was observed 

in the IHA samples I, N, L, and P where the percentage of Streptococcus spp. subsided while that 

of Fusobacterium spp. increased (Figure 4.1(A)). This suggests that within the time of placement 

and retrieval, secondary colonizers were able to join the biofilm. The presence of secondary 

colonizers can alter the local environment, aiding more virulent pathogens associated with peri-

implant diseases like Porphyromonas gingivalis and Treponema denticola to successfully colonize 

(M. et al., 2002; Socransky et al., 1998). This could result in infection of the surrounding soft tissue 

leading to peri-implantitis and other periodontal-associated infections (Huang, Li, & Gregory, 

2011).  

Most multiple-use IHAs were colonized by Streptococcus and Capnocytophaga in higher 

abundance, followed by Granulicatella, Fusobacterium, and Prevotella as shown in Figure 4.1(A). 

Streptococcus is previously reported to be present in both healthy oral microbiota and oral diseases 

including periodontitis, dental caries, and endodontic infections (Q. Zhang et al., 2015). It was 

observed that surface treatments, as well as bone- or tissue-level exposure influence the bacterial 

composition on the IHAs irrespective of usage. The genus Capnocytophaga are Gram-negative 

capnophilic bacteria frequently isolated from subgingival plaque (de Melo Oliveira, Abels, 

Zbinden, Bloemberg, & Zbinden, 2013). Capnocytophaga are opportunistic pathogens in the 

human oral flora that are frequently associated with oral diseases such as periodontitis (de Melo 

Oliveira et al., 2013; Marc Quirynen et al., 2002). The genus Capnocytophaga was dominantly 

found on the bone-level IHAs, irrespective of the usage as seen in IHAs D, E, F, L, G, C, H, and 
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P (Figure 4.1 (A)). This observation may be explained by different environmental challenges 

between the bone- and tissue-level IHAs. The bone-level IHAs used in the current study are 

anodized while the tissue-level are non-anodized. Thus, the bone-level IHAs may be exposed to 

higher CO2 concentration or linked to interactions with other colonizing species that increases 

local CO2 levels which Capnocytophaga needs to survive (Krzysciak, Jurczak, & Piątkowski, 

2016). The reason for favorable attachment of Capnocytophaga on only bone-level IHAs 

irrespective of the usage need to be further investigated. 

IHAs D and E were retrieved from the same patient and shared similar microbial 

compositions. In addition, these components showed surface features such as major abrasions, pit-

like features, and complete discoloration on the collar area as shown in Figures A.2 and 4.4 (C, 

D). The genus Granulicatella was identified on both IHAs D and E. This genus is an opportunistic 

pathogen and is associated with a variety of infections including endodontic infections and 

bacterial endocarditis (Cargill, Scott, Gascoyne-Binzi, & Sandoe, 2012; Ohara-Nemoto et al., 

2005). A clinical study found that an infective endocarditis was caused by Granulicatella elegans 

that originated in the oral cavity (Cargill et al., 2012; Shailaja, Sathiavathy, & Unni, 2013). Since 

the genus Granulicatella is not a component of the core microbiome associated with IHAs in this 

study, it could be a prospective factor for cross-contamination among patients (Cargill et al., 2012; 

Ohara-Nemoto et al., 2005; Shailaja et al., 2013). Also. this highlights the individual variability of 

oral microbiomes between patients. 

From the overall results observed in the study, Fusobacterium was the second most 

abundant genus, and single-use IHAs had a higher percentage of this genus compared to multiple-

use IHAs. Few single-use IHAs also had the genera Prevotella and Streptococcus. Fusobacterium 
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was present in all but one of the single-use IHAs as shown in Figure 4.1(A).  F. nucleatum is 

present in the healthy oral flora and is a secondary colonizer associated with increased frequency 

in periodontitis and peri-implantitis (Moore & Moore, 1994; Signat, Roques, Poulet, & Duffaut, 

2016). The presence of F. nucleatum on the retrieved IHAs may have resulted due to translocation 

from subgingival areas or infected sites in the oral cavity (Paster et al., 2005). F. nucleatum plays 

a vital role in colonization of IHAs by acting as a bridge between the early and late colonizers 

(Han, 2015; Signat et al., 2011). F. nucleatum are further associated with black pigmenting 

anaerobes like Prevotella and Porphyromonas and thereby transitions from higher proportion of 

early colonizers to increase in the presence of late colonizers (Haraldsson, 2005; Moore & Moore, 

1994). A similar pattern was observed on IHA H containing Fusobacterium associated with high 

abundance of Prevotella and Porphyromonas with no signs of Streptococcus (Figure 4.1 (A)). 

Prevotella is one of the dominant members of peri-implantitis flora and are commonly known to 

be found in abundance in the peri-implant crevices. Prevotella and Porphyromonas are known to 

aggregate to form black pigmented colonies on the teeth or dental implants at diseased sites. IHA 

H demonstrated a similar pattern of black spots on the collar region which could be result of their 

coaggregation on the IHA collar as shown in Figure A.1 (Haraldsson, 2005).  

Based on the microbiome and surface analysis, it is speculated that the titanium oxide layer 

is disrupted by the colonization of bacteria. Streptococcus was the most abundant genus identified 

and is known to release lactic acid, decreasing the local pH, which promotes titanium corrosion 

(Delgado-Ruiz & Romanos, 2018; Rodrigues et al., 2013b; Sridhar et al., 2015). In vitro studies 

showed that the increase in roughness of titanium surfaces exponentially increased the attachment 

of Streptococcus and Fusobacterium species (M Quirynen et al., 1996). Furthermore, a number of 
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studies showed that the surface characteristics and chemistry including porosity, corrosion 

behavior, roughness and chemical composition can influence bacterial adhesion on titanium 

implant surfaces (Hao et al., 2018). Colonization by bacterial species on an implant surface can 

also adversely affect the surface of the underlying material (Rodrigues et al., 2016; Siddiqui et al., 

2018). Both bacterial load and the relative abundance of the bacteria were found to vary based on 

the roughness of the permanent abutments (M Quirynen et al., 1996). Therefore, the structure, 

surface morphology, corrosion behavior, and successful functioning of the IHA is crucial during 

the early healing period to avoid microleakage at the implant-IHA interface. 

Spectroscopic and microscopic observations from the current study showed that the 

biological contamination found on surfaces like IHAs I and F, as shown in Figures 4.5 and A.3, 

could be a source of plaque build-up, bolus, soft tissue, remnants of the host diet, and blood 

components containing residual bacteria (Roberts-Harry & Clerehugh, 2000; Samaranayake & 

Matsubara, 2017; Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018b). This observation supports the hypothesis that 

surface discoloration could be the result of oxidative reactions induced by bacterial metabolites 

(Yeo et al., 2012). A similar observation was seen with the remnants of blood in the notch area of 

IHA B shown in Figure 4.4 (B). Therefore, current cleaning and sterilization practices are not 

sufficient at entirely removing biological contamination on the retrieved IHAs. Moreover, changes 

in IHA surface due to the bacteria colonization in the previous patient may affect bacterial 

attachment to subsequent patients (Cakan et al., 2015). To determine whether vortexing recovered 

all biomass, the surfaces of 4 retrieved IHAs (A, D, E, and N) were swabbed after vortexing. The 

gDNA isolated from swabs vs vortexing did not show any significant difference in the quantity of 

the DNA recovered or the taxonomic composition. However, it could be speculated that the 
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changes in the relative frequency of the genera Capnocytophaga between #1 and #2 of IHAs D 

and E is due to the stronger adherence to the IHAs (Figure 4.1(A)). This also indicates that the 

residual bacteria cannot be completely removed from the IHA surface with the current cleaning 

process.  

 To better correlate observations of surface discoloration with changes in surface 

properties, electrochemical testing was carried out to quantify the corrosion state of the specimens. 

The electrochemical results indicated that corrosion potential (Ecorr) was slightly higher on the 

electrochemical controls as compared to the single and multiple-use IHAs. Ecorr is dependent on 

the thermodynamic stability of the surface oxide with higher values corresponding to greater 

stability. A slight average decrease in Ecorr value of the retrievals as compared to the controls can 

be explained as the chemical alterations of the oxide layer due to corrosion. The alterations could 

have been due to bulk exposure or metal dissolution of the retrievals during repetitive exposure to 

the oral environment. Although surface features characteristic of corrosion attack was not observed 

post-electrochemical testing, pit-like features were observed on one of the IHA E used multiple 

times as shown in Figure 4.4 (C, D). Also, greater surface discoloration and brown spots were 

observed on both single-use and multiple-use IHAs as compared to the smooth finished surface of 

the control IHAs.  

However, an interesting trend with respect to the polarization resistance (Rp) of the 

retrieved samples was observed. As Rp is directly related to the measurement of the resistivity of 

the oxide layer, it is speculated that a reduction in this value may indicate a decrease in the oxide 

thickness. Rp value among the single-use IHAs as compared to the controls was lower but not 

significantly while multiple-use IHAs exhibited significantly lower Rp values. It is speculated that 
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the native oxide layer on the surface of the single-use IHAs is naturally thicker due to immersion 

under aqueous conditions in the oral cavity, which resulted in higher Rp values and thus higher 

corrosion resistance. On the other hand, multiple cycles of exposure to the oral cavity have led to 

the successive changes in topographical features, as discussed previously, which may have 

impacted the ability of surface repassivation. Correspondingly, the corrosion rate (CR) of single- 

and multiple-use IHAs increased significantly when compared to control IHAs. The control IHAs 

had significantly lower CR compared to both single and multiple-use IHAs. As the CR quantifies 

the deterioration rate of the IHA surfaces and was measured independently of Rp values which 

further confirmed the reduction in corrosion resistance of reused IHAs.  

An IHA is not intended to undergo any type of functional loading, but it can be subjected 

to other cyclic or fretting forces which could allow for micromotion and wear to occur at the IHA-

implant body interface (Rodrigues et al., 2013a; Souza, Henriques, et al., 2015).  IHA J shown in 

Figure 4.7 (C, D), had its surface peeled off either due to unintentional loading or micromotion. A 

previous retrieval study showed a similar observation where an IHA was unscrewed prematurely 

came out of the patient’s mouth and appeared to have portions of the surface peeling off the screw 

threading (Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018b). As there were significant differences among the CR 

values, the severity of corrosion on the IHA surfaces should not be neglected. An interesting 

observation was made when the bacterial composition was plotted against the usage of IHA, and 

further comparisons were derived from these plots (Figure 4.1) and the corrosion rate of the IHAs 

(Figure 4.9). As mentioned earlier, in the multiple-use IHA, the genus Streptococcus was 

abundant, and the corrosion rate was higher than observed in single-use IHAs. The presence of 

high levels of Streptococcus and increase in corrosion may be due to the release of the metabolic 
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by-product lactic acid, which generates a corrosive environment (Souza, Henriques, et al., 2015; 

Sridhar et al., 2015). The conjoint effect of surface degradation and bacterial colonization could 

potentially remove the oxide layer from the IHA surface, thereby making them less corrosion 

resistant than control IHAs. These observations led to the hypothesis that the synergy between 

bacterial colonization, surface changes, corrosion and most importantly multiple cycles of 

sterilization and implantations could be a contributing factor for early implant 

complications. However, additional long-term studies are required to obtain significant evidence 

supporting the view that reuse of healing abutments after sterilization is a safe practice. In addition, 

the identified microbiota can be used to study the competition of early and secondary colonizers 

on the surface of dental implant components. 

Despite the present findings, the limitations of this study need to be addressed in future 

works. The health factors associated to patients were not considered. The study was limited to 

identification of the bacterial taxa present during the early healing period irrespective of the health 

status of the patients. During the current study, neither infections were clinically evident, nor short-

term failures were reported. It was speculated that some of the bacteria could be patient and their 

oral health specific. Furthermore, the exact number of implantations was not known for multiple-

use IHAs, which could have been used twice or more. Also, the number of IHAs per type with 

respect to surface treatment and tissue type varied in number. In addition, the clinical conditions 

or medications specific to certain patients could have affected the bacterial composition or changes 

in the surface of the IHA.  
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4.5 Conclusion 

The goal of this study was to identify the bacterial composition present on IHAs during the 

early healing period and also to characterize the surface of titanium IHAs after multiple cycles of 

implantation. IHAs are typically anodized and thus robust enough to sustain unintentional loading, 

wear, and corrosion mechanisms at the implant site/in the oral cavity but repetitive exposure to the 

corrosive environment could result in unsuccessful soft tissue attachment, loosening of the screw 

and microbial leakage at the implant-IHA interface. This could result in impaired healing and 

further have a major impact on the overall functioning of the implant system. Microbiome analysis 

revealed that there were variations among the IHAs with respect to the bacterial composition and 

abundance. In general, single-use IHAs were dominantly colonized by gram-negative anaerobes 

and multiple-use IHAs were dominantly colonized by early colonizers. Although both single and 

multiple-use IHAs could sustain the intra-oral environment multiple times, surface analysis 

revealed that they were subjected to biological contamination and surface degradation after 

repetitive cleansing and sterilization practices. The electrochemical analysis revealed that surface 

changes could potentially influence bacterial colonization on IHA surfaces and corrosion rate may 

increase with an increase in the number of implantations. Overall, the practice of multiple 

implantations may change the surface morphological and compositional features of IHAs due to 

the accumulation of biological deposits, corrosion products and hence may increase the bacterial 

load on their surfaces. Thus, clinical reuse of IHAs may play a vital role in the contribution to 

bacterial colonization at the implant-IHA interface, which may adversely affect the long-term 

performance of implant systems and need to be addressed in future studies. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE IMPLANTATIONS ON MAMMALIAN CELL RESPONSE, 

BACTERIAL ADHESION AND SURFACE FEATURES 

OF IMPLANT HEALING ABUTMENTS 

 
Objective: Multiple implantations of the implant healing abutment (IHA) could adversely 

impact its surface properties in vivo. Furthermore, the effect of sterilization and reuse of the IHA 

on soft tissue viability and bacterial contamination has not been extensively studied. The goal of 

this study was to perform an in vitro analysis of mammalian cell viability and bacterial adhesion 

on the surfaces of retrieved IHA after single & multiple implantations and repetitive cycles of 

sterilization. 

Materials and Methods: Cell viability of gingival fibroblasts (HGF-1) and oral 

keratinocytes (HOKg) in indirect contact with IHA surfaces was assessed for 3 and 7 days. 

Similarly, bacterial immersion testing was performed with a polyculture of Streptococcus species 

for 3 days and Streptococcus species with Fusobacterium nucleatum for 7 days. 

Results: Fibroblasts did not show any significant preference towards control IHAs over 

used IHAs, whereas keratinocytes exhibited a significant decrease in viability when exposed to 

IHAs after multiple implantation cycles as compared to controls. The surfaces of used IHAs had a 

significant increase in adherent bacterial count for both polycultures as compared to control IHAs. 

Conclusion: Careful consideration should be taken before reusing IHA because this 

practice will result in permanent surface changes that may affect soft tissue integration during the 

healing period and promote bacterial colonization. 
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5.1 Introduction  

The formation of a stable connection between the implant fixture surface and host bone 

tissue as well as integration of the transmucosal component, the implant healing abutment (IHA), 

with soft tissue is required for satisfactory clinical outcome of dental implants (Straumann, 2011; 

Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018b). The IHA is a temporary component of the dental implant system 

and is inserted after the implant body to allow for soft tissue healing before the permanent abutment 

and prosthetic parts are placed. This component is placed either through transmucosal procedures 

or after marginal soft tissue healing in sub-mucosal procedures (Canullo et al., 2014; Straumann, 

2011). The IHA remains in the mouth for 3-6 months and has one portion exposed supragingival 

to the oral cavity and is in contact with soft tissue, while the subgingival portion is in the internal 

connection with the implant fixture. In natural teeth, the gingival mucosa acts as a biological seal 

around the neck of the tooth and protects against bacterial invasion into periodontal soft tissues. 

In the case of a dental implant, the lack of a natural barrier, which consists of junctional epithelium 

and the periodontal ligament, raises the importance of soft tissue seal formation by epithelial cells 

and gingival fibroblasts tightly attached to the transmucosal component (Hall, Davies, Svensäter, 

Yücel-Lindberg, & Dorkhan, 2014). As per studies conducted by Zhao et al., the concept of a 

“race-for-the-surface” between bacterial and mammalian cells is a deciding factor for the 

establishment of the soft tissue seal and the longevity of a dental implant (Jakubovics et al., 2006; 

Zhao et al., 2014). Before the placement of the final abutment (permanent abutment), the 

successful attachment of the seal is maintained by the IHA (Abrahamsson et al., 1998; Canullo et 

al., 2014; Straumann, 2011; Vignoletti, de Sanctis, Berglundh, Abrahamsson, & Sanz, 2009; 

Wang, Zhang, & Miron, 2016; Zhao et al., 2014).  The soft tissue seal is attached to the abutment 
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surface, and it can be divided into two zones: (1) a marginal zone harboring a peri-implant 

epithelium, and (2) an apical zone filled with connective tissues (Abrahamsson et al., 1998). 

Establishment of a stable and healthy seal to the IHA surface is essential in order to avoid the 

colonization of supragingival bacteria and minimize infection around the IHA-implant interface 

(Abrahamsson et al., 1998; Elter et al., 2008; Marc Quirynen et al., 2006). 

Due to a lack of studies investigating dental implant components involved in soft tissue 

healing, the importance of the IHA is often neglected. After the placement of an IHA, host 

epithelial and gingival cells compete with the bacterial load that has colonized the IHA surface 

(Degidi et al., 2006; Degidi, Nardi, & Piattelli, 2011; Haruyuki Kawahara & Yoshiaki Mimura, 

Yoichiro Takashima, 2000). The invasion of the microorganisms is restrained by the gingival 

mucosa forming a biological seal, and the epithelium acts as a physiological barrier by the initiation 

of inflammatory responses to serve the wound healing process (Chai, Brook, Palmquist, Van 

Noort, et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2014). The materials comprising the IHA can also influence the 

adhesion of soft tissue cells and resistance to microbial invasion in the complex oral environment. 

These IHAs are generally composed of commercially pure titanium (cpTi) or zirconia but can be 

also composed of polyether ethylketone (PEEK) when customized fitting is recommended or 

requested (Straumann, 2011, 2014a). Titanium IHA surfaces are generally treated for color-coding 

and easy identification among other components in the oral cavity. The surface treatment typically 

applied is anodization, which not only alters surface color but also increases the thickness of the 

native oxide layer on titanium, providing additional corrosion resistance (Napoli et al., 2018; 

Straumann, 2014a; Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018a).  
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As the IHA surface protrudes into the oral cavity, it is directly exposed to bacteria, saliva, 

biological fluids, by-products of host inflammatory reactions, and possible occlusal forces, which 

promote a corrosive environment that can degrade the IHA surface, making it especially vulnerable 

to bacterial adhesion (Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018a). An interesting current clinical practice is 

to clean, sterilize, and reuse IHAs, which are manufactured for single use. Although this practice 

is cost-effective, it neglects the potential adverse effects of the reuse of these components (Vezeau 

et al., 1996; C. Wadhwani & Hurson, 2016; C. Wadhwani et al., 2016a). Exposure of the metallic 

IHA surface to the oral cavity multiple times could result in increased surface roughness due to 

adsorbed biological contamination and wear, which in turn can increase bacterial attachment. 

Bacterial infiltration is a primary etiological agent associated with early implant complications 

(Chrcanovic et al., 2016; de Freitas et al., 2018; Marc Quirynen et al., 2002). Specifically, bacteria 

can infiltrate through microgaps created between the modular components of dental implant 

systems, including between the IHA screw surface and implant body (Badrian et al., 2011; 

Bousquet et al., 2014; Liu & Wang, 2017). Once established, bacteria can further proliferate and 

encroach onto implant surface areas. This can further cause fixture and loading issues on the 

overall implant system (C. Wadhwani & Hurson, 2016; C. Wadhwani et al., 2016b). In addition, 

a previous in vitro study showed that early bacterial colonizers inhibited the attachment of oral 

keratinocytes (Badrian et al., 2011). Also, several in vitro studies showed that human gingival 

fibroblasts can win the race for the surface against early colonizers primarily on smooth Titanium 

(Ti) surfaces (Fürst, Salvi, Lang, & Persson, 2007; Zhao et al., 2014). Thus, the synergistic effects 

of the complex oral environment especially bacterial colonization and cumulative changes to IHA 
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surfaces from multiple implantations could create harsh conditions that may interfere with 

successful soft tissue attachment and early healing. 

Although this race for the surface between host cells and bacteria is inevitable, soft tissue 

cells generally colonize the pristine abutment/implant surface and establish a biological seal to 

prevent ingress of bacteria and achieve successful healing of the underlying soft tissues on smooth 

Ti surfaces (Zhao et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the same observation may not hold significance for 

rougher or reused IHA surfaces, and hence further studies need to be conducted (Alfaro et al., 

2012). Multiple implantations may alter the oxide layer and surface features, which may affect 

how host cells and bacteria perceive and thus interact with the metallic surface in vivo. Further 

investigation of the impact of these factors on the soft tissue attachment, bacterial adhesion, and 

early healing is important. 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of multiple cycles of implantations 

and clinical sterilization of IHAs on soft tissue attachment and early bacterial colonization. It was 

hypothesized that the viability of fibroblasts and keratinocytes would be lower when exposed to 

used IHAs as compared to controls. It was also hypothesized that bacterial attachment would be 

higher on IHAs that have been exposed to multiple implantation procedures as compared to control 

ones. 

 

5.2  Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Sample Collection and Preparation 

All titanium IHAs post-retrieval were obtained from different patients attending a private 

periodontics clinic following standard clinical procedures, as per guidelines of the Helsinki 
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Declaration. The retrievals had no identifiers that could be linked to the patients who donated the 

IHAs. The retrievals were classified based on the number of implantations to which they were 

subjected. IHAs that were only used once were grouped as single-use. In general, no records are 

maintained regarding the number of times these devices are implanted on different patients. Hence, 

IHAs known to have been used more than once were labeled as multiple-use. The retrievals were 

then received at The University of Texas at Dallas (Richardson, TX, USA). All IHAs obtained 

were marked with a letter for identification. The IHAs were divided into three groups: (1) unused 

or control (2) single-use and (3) multiple-use and were exposed to the following three groups for 

in vitro investigation of mammalian cell viability and bacterial adhesion: (1) human gingival 

fibroblasts (HGF-1), (2) human gingival oral keratinocytes (HOKg) and (3) oral bacteria (early 

and secondary colonizers). All  samples prior to mammalian cell viability or bacterial adhesion 

testing were subjected to cleaning and sterilization to replicate clinical procedures. IHAs were 

ultrasonicated with acetone, deionized (DI) water and 70% ethanol for 15-20 min each and steam 

autoclaved (20 min exposure, 2 h drying). A description of all IHA samples used in the study are 

listed in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. List of implant healing abutments (IHAs) used in the present study. 
Brand In Vitro Test Usage/ Sample Size 

Straumann LLC. 

Mammalian Cell Viability: Human 
Gingival Fibroblasts (HGF-1) 

Unused/Control = 2 
Single-use = 5 

Multiple-use = 2 

Mammalian Cell Viability: Human  
Oral Keratinocytes (HOKg) 

Unused/Control = 2 
Single-use = 5 

Multiple-use = 2 

Bacterial Adhesion 
Unused/Control = 3 

Single-use = 5 
Multiple-use = 2 
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5.2.2 Mammalian Cell Viability 

Mammalian cell viability testing was performed with cells involved in soft tissue healing, namely 

human gingival fibroblasts and human oral keratinocytes. The cell viability was evaluated on IHA 

surfaces that were exposed to different numbers of sterilization cycles and placement in the oral 

cavity. Human gingival fibroblast cells (HGF-1) (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, 

VA, USA) were cultured in T-75 flasks until 70 - 80% confluency at 37º  C and 5% CO2 using 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) 

(HycloneTM, Logan, UT) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (10,000 U, mL) (Gibco, Thermofisher 

Scientific Waltham, MA).  Human oral keratinocyte gingival cells (HOKg) (Lifeline Cell 

Technology, Frederick, MD, USA) were cultured similarly but using Basal Medium (Lifeline Cell 

Technology, Frederick, MD, USA) supplemented with growth and life factors including 

gentamicin (30 mg/ml), amphotericin B (15 μg/ml), and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (10,000 U, 

mL). In total, 18 Straumann IHAs were used for cell culture testing as shown in Table 5.1. Cell 

culture with indirect contact was performed to avoid loss of cells due to the movement of the IHAs 

in the cell culture wells. To perform indirect contact cell culture, IHAs post-sterilization were 

immersed in 1500 μl of their respective media. The negative control was wells with media only 

and positive control was cells with media not exposed to IHAs. Two individual sets of 9 IHAs 

were immersed for both 3 and 7 days to assess attachment of fibroblasts and keratinocytes.  

After culturing, fibroblasts and keratinocytes were seeded at 15,625 cells/cm2 separately in 

96-well plates for 3 and 7 days, and respective media was replenished with 100 μl aliquots taken 

from the IHA immersion wells every 48 h to maintain cell growth (n = 3). Media was changed 

every 48 hours to maintain cell viability. After 3 and 7 days of growth, cell viability was quantified 
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using 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol- 2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazoliumbromid (MTT) assay to assess cell 

viability. Media was aspirated from all the wells followed by washing with 100 μL of 1X PBS. 

100 μL of fresh media was added back to the wells followed by addition of 10 μL of MTT reagent 

to each well. The well plates were incubated at 37º C in the dark for 4 h. Afterward, 100 μL of 

detergent reagent was added, and the plates were stored overnight at 37º C. The absorbance in each 

well including the blanks was measured at 570 nm in a microtiter plate reader (BioTek, Winooski, 

VT, USA). After subtracting average blank values from the negative control wells, cell viability 

was calculated as the percentage based on the average values for positive control wells.  

 

5.2.2.1 Confocal Microscopy 

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM; Olympus, Waltham, MA, USA) was used to 

visualize cell morphology after 3 and 7 days of cell proliferation. The cells were seeded on tissue 

culture-treated polystyrene in a 24 well-plate using the same procedure as mentioned in section 

5.2.2. After 3 or 7 days, each well was rinsed three times with 1X PBS and fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hartfield, PA, USA). The plate was 

incubated in the dark for 30 min and washed three times with 1X PBS. After fixation, the cells 

were stained with 300 nM of 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, dihydrochloride (DAPI) (Invitrogen, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA) and Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Carlsbad, CA, USA) to visualize the nucleus and F-actin filaments, respectively. The 

plate was again incubated in the dark for 30 min and washed three times with 1X PBS, and the 

cells were then visualized at 30X magnification. 
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5.2.3 Bacterial Adhesion  

Bacterial adherence was assessed on IHAs by immersing samples in oral bacterial 

polyculture in vitro. In total, 10 Straumann IHAs were used for immersion testing to compare the 

adherence between used and control IHAs. The immersion testing was performed (n = 3) with a 

polyculture of early colonizers or a polyculture of early colonizers and a secondary colonizer for 

3 and 7 days, respectively. All the IHAs used for the immersion testing are listed in Table 5.1. The 

study also included negative (uninoculated broth) and positive controls (bacterial culture with no 

IHA immersed).  

Three early-colonizing oral bacteria strains were used: Streptococcus mutans (UA159), 

Streptococcus sanguinis (ATCC 10556), and Streptococcus salivarius (ATCC 13419) (American 

Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA, USA). The bacterial testing was performed at 5% CO2 at 

37º C.  All three strains were struck separately from -80º C freezer onto brain heart infusion (BHI) 

agar. After 24 h of incubation, individual colonies were inoculated in a 5 ml BHI broth overnight. 

Two early colonizers, S. mutans and S. sanguinis, and a secondary colonizer, Fusobacterium 

nucleatum, were used in the second set of bacterial immersion testing. As F. nucleatum is an 

obligate anaerobe, the bacterial immersion testing was performed in an anaerobic gas chamber at 

37º C, with 80% N2, 10% CO2, 10% H2. S. mutans and S. sanguinis strains were grown as 

mentioned in previous section.  F. nucleatum (ATCC 25586) (American Type Culture Collection, 

Manassas, VA, USA) was directly inoculated from the frozen stock. After 24 hours of incubation 

at 37º C, individual colonies of S. mutans and S. sanguinis were inoculated in a 5 ml nutrient/brain 

heart infusion (BHI) medium broth supplemented with menadione (0.1 mg/L), hemin (5 mg/L), 

and yeast extract (5 g/L) overnight. S. mutans and S. sanguinis was inoculated and incubated for 
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24 h and F. nucleatum for 48 h in an anaerobic chamber (Don Whitley Scientific Limited, Bingley, 

West Yorkshire, UK) maintained at 37º C.  

 
5.2.3.1 Immersion Testing 

Immersion testing for early colonizers and early colonizers with a secondary colonizer was 

performed using the same methodology except for the growth conditions. Growth of all the strains 

was confirmed by optical density readings at 600 nm (OD600) measurements. Each strain was 

diluted to an OD600 value of 0.01 and combined in equal parts (volume) to create a polyculture. 

Each IHA was immersed in 1500 µl of respective polyculture. 750 µl of immersion media was 

replenished every day throughout the immersion period to ensure bacterial viability. The OD and 

pH of immersion media were monitored every 24 h. Post 3- and 7-day immersion, all IHAs in their 

respective polyculture broths were aseptically removed from the immersion media. The samples 

were dipped three times in 1.5 ml of 1X PBS, and the bacteria detached from the IHA surface into 

the PBS were classified as non-adherent bacteria. The IHAs were then placed into separate 

centrifuge tubes containing 1.5 ml of PBS and were subjected to ultrasonication for 5 min. The 

bacteria which detached after the ultrasonication process were classified as adherent bacteria. 10 

μl of non-adherent and adherent bacterial media including the uninoculated and bacterial broth 

(without specimens) were plated onto BHI agar plates for the early-colonizing polyculture and 

Brucella agar plates supplemented with 5% defibrinated sheep’s blood, vitamin K1 (10 mg/L) and 

hemin (10 mg/L) (Hardy Diagnostics, Santa Maria, CA, USA) for the early- and secondary-

colonizing polyculture after performing 10-fold serial dilutions. The number of bacteria was 

obtained by calculating the number of colony-forming units per milliliter (CFU/ml). 
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5.2.3.2 Optical Microscopy  

Optical microscopy (OM; VHX-2000, Keyence, Itasca, IL, USA) was used to image the 

IHAs before and after bacterial immersion testing to investigate the changes in the surface due to 

sonication, autoclaving and repetitive exposure to bacteria. The surfaces of the IHAs used for 

bacterial immersion testing were imaged at magnifications ranging from 100X to 500X. 

 

5.2.4 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

followed by post hoc Tukey tests. The first factor was number of usages, and the second was the 

duration of immersion of IHAs with mammalian cells or bacterial culture for their respective 

experiments. Both tests were run using GraphPad Prism 7.0 Software (GraphPad Software Inc., 

San Diego, CA, USA) at a significance level α = 0.05. 

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Cell Viability 

          The cell viability results for both fibroblasts and keratinocytes are shown in Figure 5.1. In 

general, the viability of fibroblasts and keratinocytes at each time point was highest for 

mammalian cells exposed to control IHAs, followed by single-use and then multiple use. In 

particular, the viability of fibroblasts did not significantly differ when in contact with media 

exposed to the titanium surfaces of control or used IHAs as shown in Figure 5.1 (A). However, 

fibroblasts demonstrated higher average viability when exposed to control IHA surfaces after 

both 3 and 7 days, followed by single-use and lastly multiple-use IHAs. A similar trend in 
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average viability was also observed for keratinocytes after 3 days. Furthermore, keratinocytes 

showed significantly higher viability on control IHAs as compared to multiple-use IHAs after 7 

days but was only higher on average as compared to viability with single-use IHAs. 

Additionally, fibroblast viability decreased on average between corresponding groups after 3 and 

7 days. In contrast, an average decrease in the viability between 3 and 7 days was only observed 

for keratinocytes exposed to multiple-use IHAs while viability increased on average between 3 

and 7 days for control and single-use IHAs as shown in Figure 5.1 (B). 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Cell viability (%) of (A) HGF-1 cells after 3 and 7 days and (B) HOKg cells after 3 
and 7days. *indicates statistical significance between marked groups (α=0.05).  

 
 

5.3.1.1 Confocal Microscopy Analysis 

Confocal images of fibroblasts and keratinocytes after being seeded with indirect contact 

to IHAs is shown in Figure 5.2. For gingival fibroblasts (Figure 5.2, rows 1, 2), no apparent 

changes were observed in the cellular morphology among control, single-use and multiple-use 

IHAs for both 3- and 7-day time points. However, cellular debris was observed in all the IHAs at 

the 3-day time point, whereas fibroblasts exposed to control IHAs displayed less debris at the 7-
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day time point as compared to those with single- and multiple-use IHAs. In terms of human oral 

keratinocytes, the cells exhibited different morphologies at 3- and 7-day time points. After 3 days, 

control IHAs had a greater density of viable cells while a reduction in cell density and cell 

shrinkage was observed for single-use IHAs relative to those exposed to control IHAs. Moreover, 

multiple-use IHAs displayed keratinocytes with blebbing effect where the cell membrane 

detachment was observed. At the 7-day time point, the number of viable cells was low as compared 

to the 3-day time point for all groups. No vital difference in the cell morphology between the IHAs 

was observed at the 7-day time point, although bridge-like structures between keratinocytes for 

control IHA was observed. Control IHAs exhibited clusters of viable keratinocytes, but the number 

was further reduced for keratinocytes exposed to single- and multiple-use IHAs.  
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Figure 5.2. CLSM images of control, single-use and multiple-use IHAs after 3 and 7 days of cell 
culture testing. (Rows 1, 2) Cell morphology of human gingival fibroblasts (HGF-1), (Rows 3, 4) 

Cell morphology of human oral keratinocytes (HOKg). 
 

5.3.2 Evaluation of Bacterial Adhesion on IHA Surfaces 

5.3.2.1 Bacterial Adhesion  

The quantitative evaluation of bacterial adhesion on all IHA surfaces after immersion for 

3 and 7 days in Streptococcus polyculture and polyculture of S. mutans, S. sanguinis and F. 

nucleatum is depicted in Figures. 5.3 (A) and 5.3 (B), respectively. In general, attachment was 
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lowest for bacteria exposed to control IHAs, followed by an increase in the trend for single- and 

multiple-use as shown in Figure 5.3 (A). However, the polyculture of early colonizers 

demonstrated lower average bacteria counts when exposed to control IHA surfaces for both non-

adherent and adherent bacteria followed by single-use and lastly multiple-use IHAs. It is essential 

to note that difference in the bacteria count between control and used IHAs is more than one (log 

scale) corresponding to >10X more bacteria attached to the single and multiple-use IHAs 

compared to control IHAs. Also, the early and secondary colonizer polyculture group exhibited 

identical results. The non-adherent or planktonic bacteria were significantly higher on the surfaces 

of Ti IHA used single and multiple times as compared to the control IHAs as shown in Figure 5.3 

(B). On the contrary, the number of adherent bacteria was significantly higher on multiple-use 

IHAs as compared to control IHAs but was only higher on average as compared to number with 

single-use IHAs. 

 
Figure 5.3. Bacterial adherence relative to control IHA. (A) Polyculture of early colonizers after 

3 days. (B) Polyculture of early colonizers with secondary colonizer after 7 days. * indicates 
statistical significance from all groups within adherent and non-adherent sets respectively. # 

indicates statistical significance between marked groups (α = 0.05). 
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5.3.2.2   Surface Morphology Pre- and Post-Immersion 

The OM images of IHAs before and after immersion in oral bacteria are shown in Figure 

5.4. The control IHAs shown in Figure 5.4 (A&C) exhibited pristine surface condition with 

uniform surface morphology. After immersion for 3 and 7 days in bacterial polyculture, mild 

surface discoloration was observed. Changes in surface roughness and discoloration were observed 

on both controls as shown in Figure 5.4 (B&D). Representative OM images of single-use IHAs 

before and after immersion in oral bacteria are depicted in Figure 5.5. Although no changes in 

surface features were observed for the IHA E as shown in Figure 5.5 (A&B), residual debris 

present in the notch area of the IHA G was not completely removed after multiple cycles of 

ultrasonication as shown in Figure 5.5 (D). OM images of multiple-use IHAs before and after 

immersion in oral bacteria are depicted in Figure 5.6. There were no significant changes in surface 

topography of these IHAs before and after immersion. However, the used IHAs before immersion 

had severe discoloration and apparently rougher surfaces compared to control IHAs. Multiple 

cleaning and sterilization cycles resulted in removal of anodized layer on the IHA as shown in 

Figure 5.6 (B) and reduction in white deposits, but the surface roughness and irregularities seemed 

to remain the same on the IHA as shown in Figure 5.5 (D).  
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Figure 5.4. Representative OM images of control implant healing abutments (IHAs). (A, C) 

Collar neck region of control IHAs before immersion (100 X). (B) collar junction of control IHA 
showing surface discoloration and irregularities (100 X). (D) collar region of control IHA 

showing abrasions and discoloration after immersion (300 X). 
 

  
Figure 5.5. Representative OM images of IHAs after single implantation. (A) Collar region of 

IHA E showing surface discoloration and layer peeling off before immersion (100 X). (B) Collar 
region of IHA E after immersion (100 X). (C) collar region of IHA G showing biological debris 
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before immersion (200 X). (D) collar region of IHA G showing residual debris after immersion 
(200 X). 

 
 

 
Figure 5.6. Representative OM images of IHAs after multiple implantations. A) Collar region of 

IHA B showing surface discoloration before immersion (100 X). (B) Collar region of IHA B 
showing surface layer peeled off after immersion (100 X). (C) collar region of IHA F showing 
white deposits and apparent roughness before immersion (100 X). (D) collar region of IHA F 

showing residual deposits after immersion (100 X). 
 
 
5.4 Discussion 

Healthy peri-implant soft tissue around a dental implant is crucial to maintain implant 

functionality and esthetics in the long term (Atsuta et al., 2016; Canullo et al., 2014). The 

attachment of soft tissue to the IHA and the implant body neck during the initial period post-

surgery is essential to prevent bacterial infiltration and early implant complications. However, the 

importance of IHA, a temporary and crucial component involved in the early healing period, is 

often overlooked. Some clinicians breach manufacturer’s guidelines by reusing the IHA multiple 
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times from one patient to the next as a commercial dental practice (Cakan et al., 2015; Vezeau et 

al., 2000; C. Wadhwani et al., 2016a).  

Multiple cycles of sterilization and implantation of IHA can adversely affect its surface 

impacting mammalian cell growth and bacterial adhesion (Cakan et al., 2015; Haruyuki Kawahara 

& Yoshiaki Mimura, Yoichiro Takashima, 2000; Iglhaut, Schwarz, Winter, & Mihatovic, 2014). 

Hence, the goal of this study was to elucidate the effects of multiple implantations and repetitive 

sterilization cycles on the surface of IHA retrievals. This was investigated by examining the 

response of soft tissue cells and oral bacterial colonizers present during the early healing period to 

pristine controls and used IHAs implanted single and multiple times. Cell viability testing was 

performed to evaluate the effects of surface degradation of IHAs on soft tissue attachment. It was 

hypothesized that the cellular viability of fibroblasts and keratinocytes would be significantly 

lower on used IHAs as compared to controls. In this study, the viability test was performed in 

indirect contact with the IHA specimens to exclude variable IHA retrieval surface morphology as 

a factor; instead, role of leaching agents and particles release due to repetitive implantations was 

focused. 

Various factors have been reported to affect epithelial down growth on Ti implant surfaces 

(Iglhaut et al., 2014). Cleaning and sterilization of IHAs can have a negative influence on their 

surface properties including topography, loss of anodized coating and increase in abrasions. 

Residual contamination and changes in surface characteristics have been observed to impact 

mammalian cell attachment (Iglhaut et al., 2014; Rompen, 2012). Also, the structural difference 

in the epithelium around the implant could sometimes lead to the formation of periodontal pockets 

around the implant (Marc Quirynen et al., 2006). The presence of these crevice-like regions could 
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result in down growth of epithelial cells at the soft tissue-implant interface and allow for anaerobic 

bacterial colonization (Atsuta et al., 2016). A few histological studies have shown that epithelial 

cells can easily attach to Ti surfaces through hemidesmosomes similar to those identified in the 

internal basal lamina concerning natural teeth. Additionally, it is reported that chemically-treated 

Ti surfaces can influence the arrangement of soft tissues at the mucosal interface (Abrahamsson et 

al., 1998). In vitro studies previously showed that a smooth IHA surface provides a favorable 

environment for the attachment of soft tissue cells, while reducing attachment of bacteria 

(Sennerby & Lekholm, 1993).  

In the current study, gingival fibroblast viability did not significantly differ between 

exposure to used or control surfaces of IHA as shown in Figure 5.1 (A). However, the general 

trend observed was higher average fibroblast viability with control IHAs, followed by single- and 

then multiple-use IHAs after both 3 and 7 days. This result could have been due to increased release 

of Ti particles, residual debris, or bacterial plaque that had accumulated on these implanted IHAs 

(Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018b). Previous IHA retrieval studies showed the presence of viable 

bacteria after cleaning and sterilization and residual debris after 3-6 months of implantation which 

support the current observation (Cakan et al., 2015; Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018a). However, 

IHA surface changes after multiple implantations did not significantly alter the viability or induced 

morphological changes of fibroblasts (Figure 5.2 (A)). Despite changes in surface topography of 

IHAs not affecting fibroblast cell proliferation in vitro, the combination of altered IHA surface 

topography along with the presence of a corrosive oral environment and oral bacteria competing 

with mammalian cells could affect fibroblast viability and attachment in vivo (Canullo et al., 2014; 
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Elter et al., 2008; Haruyuki Kawahara & Yoshiaki Mimura, Yoichiro Takashima, 2000; Kearns, 

Williams, Mirvakily, Doherty, & Martin, 2013).  

Reproduction of a firm epithelial attachment at the implant-IHA interface before invasion 

of oral pathogens by the peri-implant epithelium could replicate the ideal antifouling defense 

observed in natural teeth. To achieve this biological seal, the surface properties of the IHA surface 

must be considered. Specifically, human oral keratinocytes in the present study served to represent 

epithelial or wound healing cells when in indirect contact with used and control Ti IHA surfaces. 

The wound healing cells showed significant growth and proliferation when exposed to control 

IHAs as compared to multiple-use IHAs after 7 days (Figure 5.1 (B)). As previously mentioned, 

this behavior may have been attributed to the release of Ti particles or loose residual debris 

(Delgado-Ruiz & Romanos, 2018; Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018a). Thus, the prolonged exposure 

to particle release from multiple-use IHAs may have contributed to lower keratinocyte viability as 

compared to corresponding 3-day control values. It can be deduced that the significance with 

respect to the attachment in 7-day culture could be due to the lack of strong initial attachment on 

the walls of the well plates exposed to media immersed with IHA used multiple times. Also, it was 

observed that oral keratinocytes were more sensitive than fibroblasts during in vitro culture 

experiments. This can be observed in Figure 5.3 where cells exhibited blebbing effect on multiple-

use IHAs at the 3-day time point and loss of cells by the 7-day time point.  

Initial attachment of host tissues is of particular importance for the succeeding cell 

proliferation, migration and differentiation (Canullo et al., 2014). Also, inflammation around 

implants occurs more quickly than around natural teeth; if the surface properties of the IHA 

promote earlier and stronger keratinocyte adhesion, the associated issues of down growth and 
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infection and chances of prolonged inflammation may be reduced (Pendegrass, 2015). Therefore, 

securing a solid biological barrier with the peri-implant epithelium at the IHA surface at an earlier 

stage of the healing period is an essential step for the long-term success of implant treatment. The 

conjoint effects of reduced vascularity, fewer fibroblasts and gradual down growth of the epithelial 

cells create a weaker transmucosal attachment that is less capable of preventing the ingress of oral 

bacteria (Kearns et al., 2013).  

As the early healing period is mostly involved with the “race for the surface” between the 

host tissue cells and oral pathogens, oral bacterial attachment on IHA retrievals and their influence 

on IHA surface was investigated. Attachment of non-adherent and adherent bacteria was tested on 

IHA specimens with a polyculture of S. mutans, S. sanguinis, and S. salivarius for a 3-day 

experiment and polyculture of S. mutans, S. sanguinis, and F. nucleatum for a 7-day experiment. 

Lower adhesion of bacteria on the fresh, unused IHAs as compared to used IHAs was expected. In 

particular, surface damage caused by single or multiple implantations like abrasions, localized 

corrosion, presence of biological debris and bacterial plaque could have adversely altered the IHA 

surface morphology by increasing surface roughness (Sutton E. Wheelis et al., 2018b). This in turn 

could have provided more sites for attachment of oral bacteria, which was generally much more 

pronounced in multiple-use IHAs as compared to single-use IHAs.  

As per several in vitro studies, bacterial adhesion is known to alter Ti implant surfaces by 

reducing the pH in the oral environment due to the release of lactic acid by early colonizers 

(Delgado-Ruiz & Romanos, 2018; Sridhar et al., 2015). Also, the constant attack of corrosive 

substances in combination with bacterial attachment on the used IHA surface could lead to loss of 

the protective oxide layer. This can cause re-passivation of the Ti IHA surfaces commencing to 
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further surface degradation (Addison et al., 2012). Consequently, the release of metallic Ti ions 

into the surrounding tissues can take place. Metallic debris could have also been loosened from 

the damaged IHA surfaces, thereby exacerbating inflammatory conditions and facilitating further 

corrosion (Delgado-Ruiz & Romanos, 2018; Souza, Henriques, et al., 2015; Sutton E. Wheelis et 

al., 2018b) .  

The microscopic analysis of IHAs pre and post-immersion showed the presence of residual 

debris and changes in the surface topography supporting the release of metallic and biological 

debris favoring bacterial adhesion. The OM images of control IHAs prior to immersion revealed 

smooth and pristine surfaces as shown in Figure 5.4 (A&C). Single-use IHAs before immersion 

displayed irregularities on the surface and accumulation of biological debris as per Figure 5.5 

(A&C), respectively. Multiple-use IHAs had surface discoloration and apparent surface roughness 

with white deposits lodged in the crevices as shown in Figure 5.6 (A&C), respectively. These 

observations indicate that the differences in apparent roughness on the used IHAs could have 

induced higher adherent bacterial count. Furthermore, the OM images after immersion showed 

changes in surfaces on control IHAs and less significant changes on the used IHAs. Surface 

discoloration and abrasions could be observed in control IHAs after multiple cycles of sterilization 

and constant exposure to bacterial polyculture as shown in Figure 5.4 (B&D). 

 In addition, cleaning and sterilization may not have completely removed the residual 

debris from the surfaces of the IHA, and these sites may have acted as primary locations for 

bacterial colonization as shown in Figures 5.5 (C) and 5.6 (C). Likewise, cleaning and sterilization 

can only remove the biological contamination on the surfaces to a certain extent, but the changes 

in surface characteristics like increase in roughness, loss of anodization layer, and localized 
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corrosion attack cannot be recovered before each placement as shown in Figure 5.6 (B & D). 

Furthermore, these observations demonstrated that cleaning and sterilization were not completely 

successful in removing the biological debris on single and multiple-use IHAs and surface changes 

on the IHAs were permanent and favored bacterial attachment. 

As per a study conducted by Yeo et al., microbial colonization observed on Ti surfaces is 

similar to the strains identified on tooth surfaces, irrespective of the health of the underlying 

gingiva (Yeo et al., 2012). The onset of biofilm formation begins with the attachment of secondary 

colonizers like Fusobacterium nucleatum, which bridge the gap between early and late colonizers. 

However, changes in surface properties could potentially impact the subsequent attachment of late 

colonizers (Yeo et al., 2012). The impact of cross-contamination is unknown since the patient is 

generally not aware of the condition in which it was implanted in the previous patient with severe 

health conditions. The current cleaning and sterilization techniques differ from one clinician to 

another, and the general practice involves ultrasonication and steam autoclaving.  

However, this procedure does not remove residual bacteria, biological debris like blood 

remnants, calcium deposits and other proteins as shown in this work. Surface modifications also 

include discoloration, abrasions, apparent surface roughness and delamination, creating crevice-

like areas for adherent bacteria to settle upon and initiate mature biofilm formation (Sutton E. 

Wheelis et al., 2018a). Also, residual biological debris present on the IHA surfaces post-cleaning 

and sterilization can essentially provide suitable locations for colonization of bacterial strains on 

their surfaces.  

As per the observations from in vitro studies, soft tissue cell attachment is favorable on 

smooth surfaces, and an increase in roughness on a micron and nanoscale could enhance 
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attachment and proliferation of mammalian cells (Hall et al., 2014; Kearns et al., 2013). However, 

increasing the roughness in the micron range could promote attachment of oral pathogens as well 

(Kearns et al., 2013). Hence, the manufacturers opt for a safer option of designing the implant and 

other components with smooth surface properties, thereby  mitigating bacterial colonization 

(Kearns et al., 2013).  

None of the materials generally used in dental implant components are immune to bacterial 

adhesion regardless of surface treatments, good oral hygiene and safety measures taken during 

surgical techniques (Cakan et al., 2015; Canullo et al., 2014; Marc Quirynen et al., 2002; Vezeau 

et al., 2000). However, the relatively high success rate of dental implants suggests that mammalian 

cells are still able to attach and colonize the surface in spite of oral microbes (American Academy 

of Implant Dentistry, 2018; Papaspyridakos, Chen, Singh, Weber, & Gallucci, 2012). Regardless 

of the success rates, there is no reported evidence to date to suggest that early dental complications 

can be caused by reuse of IHAs. However, this could be due to a lack of understanding the long-

term, downstream effects on both bacterial adhesion and mammalian cell behavior due to reusing 

dental components. Several in vitro studies showed that human gingival fibroblasts attach to the 

smooth collar of the dental implant in the presence of microbial challenge (Zhao et al., 2014). 

However, these studies only included early colonizers in the presence of human gingival 

fibroblasts. Nevertheless, bacterial load, effects of the loading present during the initial healing 

period, and other oral conditions on the IHA surface will vary with each patient. The current study 

highlights the need to take into account the effects of multiple implantations before reusing these 

components although more long-term retrieval or clinical studies should be conducted to support 

the observations made so far. 
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The limitations of this study need to be discussed. Soft-tissue cells were not grown directly 

on IHAs due to the inability to seed cells directly on them. The clinical significance of this study 

is limited by the small sample size and the short follow-up. Lastly, the current study only provided 

insight into the viability of soft tissue forming cells and bacterial adherence on control and used 

IHAs separately; further investigations using co-culture models with both mammalian and 

bacterial cells need to be conducted to elucidate the competition between host and bacterial cells 

on the surface of these components.  

 
5.5 Conclusion 

Host soft tissue response and oral bacterial adhesion were evaluated on used and control 

IHAs to understand the effects of multiple implantations on the IHA surface performance. It was 

hypothesized that IHAs would undergo severe surface changes due to repetitive implantations and 

sterilization practices, resulting in lower soft tissue growth and greater bacterial adhesion as 

compared to control IHAs. In vitro testing revealed no significant difference in fibroblast 

attachment; however, epithelial cells exhibited a significant decrease in viability between control 

and multiple-use IHAs. Furthermore, fibroblast attachment with the IHA could be achieved 

irrespective of changes on the IHA surfaces whereas wound healing cells were more sensitive to 

the surface properties of the IHA. Additionally, bacterial adherence increased with increasing 

number of implantations, and used IHA surfaces exhibited signs of surface changes, which 

provided a more favorable environment for successful bacterial colonization. Within the 

limitations of the present study, the results substantiated that the current clinical practice of reusing 

IHAs can affect soft-tissue cell growth and oral bacterial adhesion, thereby putting at risk the 
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performance of the IHA and potentially the entire dental implant system. However, additional 

studies need to be conducted to support the current observations.
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

IHA is a temporary yet an important component of the dental implant system as it plays a 

significant role in early healing period, thus providing a good foundation for long-term success of 

dental implants. As this component is exposed to both supragingival and subgingival oral 

conditions, along with encouraging soft tissue healing, the significance of this temporary 

component in helping soft tissue management under complex oral conditions is high. Though, it 

plays a major role in early healing, while fighting against bacteria and maintaining soft tissue 

attachment, its importance is often overlooked. It is ignored to an extent where these temporary 

components are cleaned, sterilized, and reused on different patients several times with no 

understanding of the adverse effects that multiple implantations may have on the surfaces and 

overall stability of the IHA. 

In this work, IHA was used as a model to investigate the microbial makeup of the oral 

cavity in the early healing period, while understanding the effects of multiple implantations on its 

surfaces. Two hypotheses were put forth to identify the oral microbial composition in the early 

healing period, surface characterization of the healing abutment retrievals followed by evaluation 

of the effects of multiple implantations on the device surface. In addition, the healing and shaping 

of soft tissue around IHA as a vital component of early implant success was discussed. The 

attachment of soft tissue cells and the bacterial adherence on the surfaces of IHA after multiple 

implantations was studied. Bacterial infiltration is one of the main causes of both early and late 

implant complications. Hence, the bacterial study was highly focussed in the current study. The 

first goal involved sequencing analysis to identify the bacteria colonizing IHA components 
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retrieved from healthy patients. This was followed by culturing model oral colonizers on IHA 

surfaces to understand the adherence of these early and second colonizers on the used IHAs as 

compared to fresh, unused IHAs. 

The first hypothesis stated that the IHA retrievals would have high bacterial diversity and 

the onset of second level of coaggregation would begin in the early healing period. In addition, it 

was proposed that the number of implantations and the repetitive cycles of exposure to cleaning 

and sterilization would have severe impact on the surface features of the IHA retrievals. This 

hypothesis was proved. It was noticed that the IHA used multiple times had higher percentage of 

early colonizers and the IHA used once had higher percentage of secondary colonizers. The 

hypothesis was proved as the surface characterization results showed that the modifications on the 

IHA surfaces had an impact on the corrosion behaviour of the IHA surfaces, thus influencing 

expansion of bacterial colonies on the IHA. Higher percentage of Streptococcus on multiple-use 

IHA explains the respective corrosion behavior.  It was also proved that cleaning and sterilization 

do not completely remove biological debris and the surface modifications of IHA could get worse 

with the loss of the protective oxide layer, thereby providing an additional window for increased 

bacterial contamination on these IHA surfaces. It was also found out that the early healing period 

not only comprises of early colonizers but also secondary colonizers, which are potentially 

involved in periodontic diseases. Some of the strains were associated with other diseases which 

could possibly influence cross contamination among patients. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

the clean, pristine, and healthy surface of IHA cannot be recovered irrespective of the number of 

cleaning and sterilization cycles.  
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The second hypothesis aimed to address questions related to soft tissue cell behaviour and 

the bacterial adherence on the used surfaces of IHA. In order to understand the “race for the 

surface” between host tissue cells and oral microbes, their individual behaviour on the titanium 

IHA surface used multiple times had to be studied. There was a slight negative trend in HGF-1 

cell viability from unused IHAs to single and multiple use IHAs. However, HOKg cells showed 

favourable attachment to the unused IHA surfaces as compared to the used IHAs. Similarly, the 

bacterial adhesion of early colonizers had a significant response on multiple use IHAs and the 

adherence reduced from single-use to controls. In addition, the trend continued with the second set 

of polyculture including early and secondary colonizers, where it was observed that the adherence 

gradually decreased from multiple-use to controls. As surface properties of the material used in 

contact with soft tissue seal should not be neglected, the current study supports the fact that the 

changes in surface features like loss of protective layer, deposition of biological debris, localized 

corrosion could have influenced the decline in soft tissue cell viability and incline in bacterial 

adhesion.  

Irrespective of the clinical stability of the implant healing abutments after multiple 

implantations, re-use of materials that are exposed to a different patient’s oral cavity may not be a 

laudable practice. As there are no records of the number of times the component has been reused 

by the clinicians, and each clinical condition has its own complications, which could sometimes 

lead to cross contamination, and is often neglected and potentially be a major effect associated to 

multiple implantations. Although this practice is cost effective, the expected risk factors are high 

and further studies need to be conducted with overall successful functioning of the implant system 

and patient’s health in consideration.
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CHAPTER 7 

FUTURE WORK 

7.1 Identification of bacterial flora on the implant healing abutments and characterization 

of site-specific pathogens in healthy and diseased patients 

As the current study was not patient specific, the health factors of the patients and the 

clinical conditions involved were not considered. IHA is exposed to various complex conditions 

as it is exposed to both supragingival and subgingival areas. In order to derive a relation between 

diseased and healthy sites and also to understand the composition of oral pathogens individually 

in both subgingival and supragingival plaque, the study can be divided into two parts. First one 

involving retrievals from healthy and patients with chronic periodontitis. Post retrieval, the gDNA 

can be isolated and be subjected to 16S deep sequencing similar to the steps followed in the current 

study. Results from this study can be used to understand the effects of the existing periodontic 

infections on the peri implant surface. Second part involving swabbing technique to obtain 

biological samples from both subgingival and supragingival areas in addition to isolating the 

sample from IHA retrievals. After the gDNA isolation and subsequent sequencing analysis, the 

results can be compared to understand better the influence of bacteria on the varied surfaces of 

IHA from different regions of the oral cavity. These results may provide a foundation to identify 

the bacterial colonies that could have potentially leaked through the microgaps between the 

implant abutment interface colonizing the implant cavity. Observations from both the studies could 

be correlated with multiple implantations and its effects on increasing the bacterial load on IHA 

surfaces. Also, these tests could be used as preliminary studies to further understand the peri-

implant behavior at later stages of implantation after the placement of prosthetic components. 
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7.2 Bacterial immersion testing with a polyculture of early and secondary colonizers 

Oral cavity is a complex environment and microbial colonization of various genera in this 

environment provides a need and various research interests to understand the behavior and 

conditions the abutment/implant is exposed to. In the current study, it was hypothesized and proved 

that the varied surfaces of IHA have a significant impact on bacterial adhesion as compared to 

control IHAs. But, in order to understand the mechanism involved during the in vivo implantation, 

a polyculture of early colonizers from different genera, for example strains from Streptococcus 

and Actinomycetes, followed by a secondary colonizer i.e. Fusobacterium nucleatum and another 

facultative anaerobe like strains from Prevotella and Capnocytophaga genera should be cultured. 

Also, testing should be performed in aerobic conditions with the early colonizers, once the 

attachment and increase in the optical density and pH is observed, the abutments immersed in 

polyculture of early colonizers should be introduced to anaerobic conditions to further introduce 

the polyculture of facultative anaerobes as the second level of coaggregation takes place after the 

successful attachment of the early colonizers on the abutment surface. In addition to understanding 

the bacterial adherence by counting the colony counts, microscopic observations should be 

included to observe the surface morphologies of the strains and have a better understanding of the 

effects of surface modifications on bacterial adherence. 

 
7.3 Co-culture model of soft tissue cells and bacterial colonizers 

Individual behavior of soft tissue cells and oral pathogens present during the early healing 

period was observed on the used and unused IHA surfaces. But to gain a complete understanding 

of the “race for the surface” among mammalian cells and oral microbes, the abutments should be 

exposed to the bacterial broth and after the attachment of these colonizers, the test can be followed 
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by seeding the soft tissue cells on the surfaces of the IHA to assess the viability of the cells on the 

surfaces influenced by bacteria. Mammalian cells like human gingival fibroblasts and human oral 

keratinocytes and a polyculture of early colonizers can be included. If the host tissue cells establish 

successful attachment and proliferation irrespective of the bacterial influence on the IHA surfaces, 

then the mammalian cells win the race and it can be deduced that the changes in surface properties 

could influence the bacterial adherence but the soft tissue cells are capable of fighting the battle 

against the pathogenic microbes and provide successful soft tissue attachment at the implant 

abutment interface. However, if the cell viability gradually decreases due to the influence of 

bacterial contact on the IHA surfaces, bacteria win the race and it can be elucidated that the surface 

changes provide a favorable environment to the oral microbes as compared to the host tissue cells. 

And the surface modifications due to multiple implantations can be assessed by including the same 

type and number of used and unused abutments with an exact number of implantations. In addition, 

the same set of abutments could be used for surface characterization, co-culture model followed 

by electrochemical testing to evaluate the synergistic effects of multiple implantations on the cell, 

bacterial, and corrosion behavior.
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APPENDIX  

SURFACE ANALYSIS 

 
A.1.1 OM Analysis 

The surface topography showed a more indented surface with increased localized corrosion and 

biological residue settled in the notch area.  

 

 
Figure A.1. Representative OM images of RC IHA H after single implantation. 

(A) Collar neck region with arrow indicating brown spots (100 X). (B) Notch region with arrow 
indicating brown deposits (100 X). (C) Collar area (100 X). (D) Screw 

thread (100X). 
 

The surface morphology of multiple-use IHAs demonstrated larger surface areas possibly 

affected by localized corrosion due to loss of protective layer, micromotion and microleakage due 

to repetitive cleaning and sterilization than single-use abutments and controls. 
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Figure A.2. Representative OM images of NC IHA D after multiple implantations. (A) 

Collar neck region with arrow indicating surface discoloration (100 X). (B) Notch region with 
arrow indicating surface discoloration (100 X). (C, D) Screw area  

(200 – 500 X). 
 

 
Figure A.3. Representative OM images of RC IHA F after multiple implantations.  

(A) Collar neck region with arrow indicating white and brown deposits (100 X). (B) Notch 
region (100 X). (C) Notch region showing white deposits (100 X). D) Screw area (100 - 500X). 
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A.1.2.  SEM Analysis 

Surface debris was typically localized in web-like sheets or clumps in the IHA A shown in 

Figure A.4. The screw region contained more residual debris in addition to increased wear and tear 

than seen on the control abutments. 

 
Figure A.4. Representative SEM images of RC IHA A after multiple implantations. 

 (A, B) Collar region (35X, 66X). (C) Screw region (104 X). (D) Screw thread with arrow 
indicating deposits lodged under the grooves (238 X). 

 
 

IHA L illustrated surface discoloration on the collar area and increased debris and damage 

in the screw area as shown in the Figure A.5. 
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Figure A.5. Representative SEM images of RC IHA L after multiple implantations. 

 (A, B) Collar region with arrow indicating surface discoloration (190, 550X). (C, D) Collar neck 
region showing surface discoloration and biological deposits (50, 270 X). 

 
 

A.1.1.3 Gram Staining 

Gram staining was performed to confirm the presence of the residual bacteria after 

vortexing for the removal of gDNA isolation. Two stains were used to differentiate between two 

large groups (Gram-positive and Gram-negative). Gram-positive cells have a thick layer of 

peptidoglycan in the cell wall that retains the primary stain, crystal violet. Gram-negative cells 

have a thinner peptidoglycan layer that allows the crystal violet to wash out. They are stained pink 

by the counterstain, commonly safranin or fuchsine. Figure A.6 shows the presence of residual 

bacteria after gram staining. 
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Figure A.6.  Gram staining images of IHA I. (A, B) Before staining, 

(C) After gram stain with gram positive residual bacteria depicted  
by purple color (100 X). (D) Gram negative bacteria depicted by red/pink color. 

(100 X). 
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